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Foreword

The Federal Information Processing Standards Publication Series of
the NatiOnal Wireau of Standards* is the official publication relating to
standards adopted and promulgated under the p?ovisions of Public Law
89-306, and Part 6 of Title 15 Code of Federal Regulations. The entire
series constitutes the F DERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STAND-
ARDS, REGISTER.

The se ig is used to announce tederal Information Processing Stand=
ards, a d to provide standards information of general interest and an
inde of relevant standards. publications and specifications. Publications
011t announce adoption of standards provide the necessary policy, adminis-
trative, and guidance information for effective standards implementation
and use. The technical specifications of' tte standard are usually attached
to the publication, Otherwise, a reference source, is cited.

Comments covering -Federal Infotmation Processing Standards and
Publicitions are welcomed, and should be addressed to tile. Associate'
Director for ADP Standards, Institute foe Computer Sciences and
Technology, National ilureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234. Such
comments will be efther considered by NBS or fon-it-raided to the responsible
activity as appropriate.

..

ERNEST AMBLER, Acting Director

Ab4raet

This publication provides materials relatirig to the design, preparation, acquisition,
inspection, and application of OCR forms in data entry systems. Since the materials
are advisory and tutorial in nature thig publication has been'issued as a guideline rather
than as,a standard in the FIPS publication series. Full color illustrations are employed
to show. specific features of reflective ink applications,'a phenomena unique to OCR
forms requirements. Appropriate )references 11 re made to cognizant standards in the
OCR area..
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Announcing the Guideline for

t
OPTICA-1L CHARACTER RECOGNITION FORMS

Federal Information P rocessing Staridardi PublieatiOns are issued by the National bureau of Standards pursuant
to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1127),
and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 =(38 FR 12315), dated May 11, 1973), and Part 6 of Title 15 CFR
(Code of Federal Regulations).

Name ,qf Guideline. OPTICAE CHARACTER RECOGNITION FORMS (FIPS PUB 40)
.

Category of Guideline. Hirdwa're, Character Recognition

Explanation. This guideline provides the description, scope, and procedures fir designing, veri-
fying, and writing of 'technical specifications for forms with special characterlstick recfuired for
use with Optical Charadter Recognition (OCR) systems.

Approving Authority. Department of Commerce, National Bureau
Computer Sciences and Technology).

Maintenance Agency. Department of Commerce, National Bureau'
Computer Sciences and Technology.).

CrOss Index.
a. PIPS PUB 32 Optical-Character Recognition Character Sets
b. FIPS PUB 33, Character Set for Handprinting

X3.17-1974, American National Standard Character Set alid
Character .Recognition, (OCR-A)

of Standa ds (Institute for

rds

Print Quality

of Standa (Institute for

. d. X3.45-1974PAmerican National Standard Character'Set for Handprinting
e. X3.49-1975, American National Standard Character Set for Optical Character

(OCR-B)
f. ECMA 11-1975', Character Set fo\C:ptical Character Recognition
g. ISO R1073, Character Sets for Optical Character Recognition
h. Records M gement Handbook, FORMS DESIGN, GeneralServices Administration, Nation- ,

al Archives and ecords Service (National Stock mbee7610-00-753-4771) ;
i. Rtcords Managemen *Handbook, FO S MANAGEMENT, General Services Admini§traz

tion, National Archives a Records Service (National Stock Number 7610-00:142-9463)
j. Records Manag nt Handbook, FORMS ANALYSIS, Geieral Services Administrati

National Arcbivef and Records Serlice (National Stock Ngmber 7610-00-655-8220)
k. Records Management Handbook, SPECIALTY FORMS, General *Sentices Administration,

National.Archives and Records Service (National Stdck Number 7610 -00- 183-5844).

ci

1

for -Optical

Recognition.

Applicability: This Guideline is intended to provide reference material that will be useful 1 the
design, development, or revision of OCR forms used in doita entry systems Within Federa ageu- '
cies and in those applications where OCR forms ar6 used foi interchange of infofmation etween
and aniong agencies. Use of this Guideline is encouraged, but is not mainclitiorY.

Specifications.. Federal Information Pr4cessing Standaids Publication 40.- (FIPS PUB 40), Op6
car Character Recognition Forms (afflied), "- .
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Qualifications. This Guideline contains numerous instances where specific references re made to
trade names of products, which are necessary to provide a 'descriptive charactirizatian of their
features. This, in, no case, implies a recommendation or endorsement by the Federal government or
the National Bureau of Standards, nor should this be construedae, a certification that any product
provides the indicated capabilities. The information provided was primarily obtained from pro-
&leers' doCuments. This Guideline is only iniendcd to be informative and instructive in state-of-the
art technologies, and not to be a competitive evaluation of any specific product.

In this, Guideline, both SI and common measurement units are expressed where practicable.

.-,Where to Obtain .Copies of the Guidelin. .

a. Federal Government activities should obtain copies from established seikirces within each. . :-agency. , t . -* .

b. Others may obtain copies fro the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, ,Washington, W. 20402., (S Catalog Number C13.52:40). There is a 25 percent discount
on qugntities of 100 or more. When ordering,.specify document number, title, and SD Catalog
Number. Payment may be made by check, money order, or deposit account. -
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Philip Diamond
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FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS GUIDELINE

GkPTICAL "CHARACTER 'RECOGNITION FORMS

1. General

1.1. Introduction, This document, has been
prepared by a committee of experienced OCR
form designers, OCR system engkneers, data
system managers, 04CR 4orm printers and
OCR process techniciang, This diverse group
has attempted to concentrate on the special
requirements of OCR and to alert the designer
to OCR form layout problems which reduce the
power and efficiency of OCR processing. These
suggestions should also help the OCR form
designer, develop forms which give data proc-
essing units greater flexibility in their working'
operation. Hopgfully this Guideline will sim-
plify the designer's task.of compromising the
sometimes conflicting requirements of different
users of a-given form, and the task of produc-
ing forms suitable for processing on various
types of optical scanning equipment.

1.2. Scope. Sections 2, 3, and 4 desci-lbe
processes followed in defining, designing, veri-
fying, and specifying OCR forms. Related tools
and aids are described in Section 5 and the Ap-
pendix__

1.3. Purpose. The purpose of this FIPS
PUB is to provide information to forms -de-
signers and analysts in the task of designing
and qualifying OCR data entry forms. It is not
posSible to list all the design details and 'ifeci-
.fications that pertain, but an'attempt is made
t9 provide practical suggestions ih order to
avoid many potential mistakes.

'1

1.4. Use of the Guideline. The bonus for
good OCR form design is am efficient and eco-
nomical design for both data entry and ma-
chine procesOng. Data entry form design in-
cludes all 'facts of forms design and analysis
as detailed in the General Services Administra-
tion Handbooks (Handbooks on Forms Anal-
ysis and Forms Designsee Cross In-
dex). The design for machine processing is
specified by.'each equipment manufacturer;
however, regardless of the manufacturer,' op-
tical readers do have many similarities. The
intent of this gttideline is to both flag these

_similarities and to point out significant dif--
ferences. .

An OCR system must detet typed and/or
han rinted characters by means of differences
in re fl ec light (see fig. 1). The differences
in reflected _light are detected by one or more
photodetedors, Accordingly, there is a .need
(1)-tn/Provide unique location ontrols for the

placem. ent of data and (2) to organize data
fields to balance tt4 machine and human factors
requirements of data entry tasks. This is the
basis of OCR forms design.

Optical cyfaracter reading devices lack the .
versatility of -human visual optic responses and
usually each device has some distinchve elig:_,
acteristics. 004 readers are typically respoit-
sive-to narrower ailks.pecific wavelength hands
of light (or colors) 'as cOmpareettpthe-human
eye. Some reader devices may be respOnsive to
wavelengths-outside the human yisual, range;
some may be constrained to,,avery nhrrow
band (laser system). Mareover, an OCR de- ,
vice generally lacks the discrimination of the
human eye with respect to color contrast
tween a printed image and its background, or ,
in responding appropriately to filled-in,
broken, or incomplete character farms. The"
human visual responSe may be misleading un-
less the pal/ meters of the spbcific reading
device are known and taken into account. any
provisions of this guideline are therefore ad-
dressed to meeting these machine-based
parameters and characteristics.

z

RECOGNITION
CIRCUITRY

MAGNETIC

TAPE DRIVE

A

FIGunt.' 1 Conversion of human readable characters to
machine media.
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, While optica- 1 scanning devices operate on
the. comiton principle- that their sensors are
required to detect contrast differences between
very, small areas of the printed data image
and the paper,' wide variations can exist be-
tween scanners as to the complexity. and form

of data that can pe recognized and handled by.
. th uxiliary data processing equipment: Some
. Scanners can "read" only simple- mark loca-

tions, others a limited selection of stylized
characters, while tl* mast complex machines
may "read" almost any printed m_ aterial with-
in the scope of a human readers

.:
1

2. OCR Forms Analysis .
- ..

2.1. Systerris Information.. This section is
concerned with the environment fn which OCR
forms are' tp be used. It will describe the in--
formation necessary to the fonts design task
and suggest special ----'requirements for given
applications.

4
ocit Systems COnfiguration.

principal flow of data in many OCR systems
is from SOURCE to the OCR READER and
then to an OUTPUT DEVICE using any of the
several mi'achine media (rpagnetie: tape, mag-,
rietic disk, -punched card, on-line connection,
etc: An impbrtapt variation of this flow pat-
tern is the TURN-AROUND form in which an
OCR form is centrally prepared, distfibuted to
a number of data points, and subsequently re- '
trieved for reading.

The data flow and their relationships 'to an
OCR system configuration is illustrated in
figure 2.

. Input to be collected in an OCR systeni will"
be FIXED dSta (station identification, form
nuntber, etc.), VARIABLE data- (number` of
items, unit price, etc.), or a COMBINATION.
of fixed and variable tlata. The data will tend to
be event or transaction oriented.

Data entry devices "will generally include one
or more of the .

letter press (preprinted material),
typewriter (manually operated and 'or pro-
grammed),
business machine,.
imprinter,
line printer,
handp.rinting,
hap.d marking.

It will be necessary in designing the input
form to know precisely which device will be
used. If more than one device is to be'used,
the location of data on the form must be
known so that the appropriate provision scan
be made for each device. Turn-around forms
are a special case/ particularly if data is to be
added in the system cycle.

The choice of character sets and data en ry
devices are two of the more important cts

ti

4.

. _

,of syster#is design. Atingle character set'and
a single model or kind of data entry' device will
result in a much. lower costs sytem than one
with two or nipre character sets and a variety,
Of -data eritri.deivices.

6

SCSMC1
DATA
FORM,

8'
C P U

OCR READER

REMOTE
UM

O

MEDIA

FIGURE 2. Typical OCR System.

2.1.2. Human Factors in OCR Forms De-
sign. Present equipment- Capabilities' make it
possible to concentrate on. the huthan involve-
ment in data entry tasks. OR forms should
be designed so that data can be recorded in Ike
sequence available, so that mishaps in record-
ing. can be corrected, and so that incorrect en-
tries can be easily identified before the fc,rm
goes forward. Additional important hunk
factor features are the provision of data -1

above all 'entry Spaces, _use of stand
headers and formats, prdVision of distinct
marks for correct selection between related
similar fdrms, use of line up marks and end-
of-page .warning Markers, use sample char -
act to" be. sed, -and provision of
adequate space so- th t extreme care-ni data
entry is not require

An important sys elns. check shOuld be per-
formed at the point of .data entrya verification
that the entered data is in order, Aidskshould be
provided to enable tile human oi5eFatoFto easily
review the complete form before it i "dis-
patched, burst, signed, etc. A "check 11 "
important" items bay be included in the body
of the form, outside of scan areas or in reflec-
tive ink as a part of the background area.

"
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-2.1.3. Equipmen,t Factors in OCR orms
Design. Equipment related constraints are
likewise an importAt consideration in OCR
forms'design. These constraints include forms
size limitations; paper Characteristics (me-
chanical and optical), margin, spacing, and
clear area requirements, reference marks and
targets, and the like. Specific handling of these
topics is discussed in detail hi Section 3.

In addition to equipment related constraints
the dos'vn-stream data oce`Ssing steps are of
impollance in OCR s design. The reading
equipment now a liable can provtge a variety
of quality control tions such as editing (zero
balancing, hash to al, check, check digit veri-
fication, serial nu et; validation, range check,
table looklup) ; reje recovery (on-line entry ;-
inline review and re try ; off-line reconstruc-
tion an dA resubmissw ) ; reformatting (re-
arrangenfent et data ld sequence; combina-
tion of fields, trunca n ; fill in from table data
or iitored 'data. field ; summarization by batch,
shift, or other period. ,These steps can be pro-
vided either by a dedicgled controller or by
subsequent eomputer' operations. A knowledge
of the procedure to be followed in these reading
and processing steps is fielpful.in appioaching
OCR forms design assignments.

2.1.4 System Identification of 'Forms. In
addition to identifying forms by a form title,

4 number, date of issue revision, there should
also be a separate, unique printing' identifica-
tion. The identification of each printing reorder
Will heln'to pinpoint problemi encountered dur-
ing machine reading and to be 'able to relateIt to a specifi&-manufacturer. A suggested
method is shown in figure 3.'

AI 0 (11- 14-J3) REPRINT 4: SEPT. 1974

FIctURE 3. Form reprint identification.

. ' 2.1.5. Data Field Layout. The primary
task of the OCR form is to collect (capture)
source data, items (elements). It is essential,
then in' designing an OCR form to know pre-
cisely the data elements and fields to be cap-

/tured, their interrelationships, and their
parameters. Continuous interaction between'tbe

S

FIPS.PUB 40 _

forms designer and the systems 'analyst is
necessary to accomplish this. As a preliminary
to the design of an OCR form each data item .

`contained in the input record should be tabu-
lated with its description. A suggested collec-
tion of items would be:

data-element number,.
data elemerit title,
relationship to any obier data element of
the input record,
data captue sequence,
field length (fixed, variable),
number of characters or range (pin/max),
character type (numeric/alphabetic/syni-
bpi/combination),
accuracy required.

`s, .

In addition' to. the content andcliaracteris-
tics of- the input record it is essential to know
the content and characteristics of the output
record which is to be prodUced. In those in-
stances where data elements are to be com-
pared, truncated, combined, Sumlnarized, etc.,
the forms designer may be able to _make ad-
justments that_will enhance thse total process,

, aid ensure that all needed data tas been
provided.

, 2.1.6. Impact of Forms Volume. There
are three important impacts of system volume
on OCR forms design. The first concerns -the
greater sensitivity of OCR fornis to storage and
extended shelf life over ordiriary lusiness

particqlarly if humidity and tempera-
ture variations arg present.- Package sizes
should be selected that exposure,in an un-
opened condition is minimized to a very few
days.

The second concerns the c'hoice of reading
device to be used. Small'intermittent 'quanti-
ties a unlike forms could best be handled in a
service bureau reading environment. Large
quantitiesqof like forms, such as Form 1040
Tax 'Returns; or Standard Form 50 Personnel
Action, will require extended study of the data
processing syitem, reading machine selection,'
and data entry device used.

A' third impact concerns the printing meth;
ods to be used. Low volume forms may be
most economically produced by mit sheet print-
ing methods whereas high volume forms will_
be most cost effective when printed with web
printing methods. High volume forms 'situa-
tions require lareful coordinatiotf in order to

'achieve an optimized installation.

'42.1.7. Data Processing 'Steps,- An -
line orthe intended data prbcessing'steps
often be helpful in the OR -forms *sign
process. This is particularly true= ifIxtensive
reformatting,..summarization, or truncitioxi of

7
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,

the data is -to be performed. Typical data proc-
essing operations are;

cdttro balancing of columnar data,
' hash totals for error checking,

check digit verification,
serial number checking or validation,
editing anti validation,
reject recovery,,
reformatting,
Erase 'Character overlay .for handprinted

. data,
summarization of data fields by batch.

v.Most of theOIB systems in use today' have
sufficient controller computing capability, core
storage, and adeqUate peripherals to perform
Nawide variety of data handling funytions as a
part of the data entry step.

2.1.8. Distribrition of-OCR Forms. 'OCR
, forms design must also include provision for
post-reading end-use and distribution. Beyond
the output hopper and reentry correction desk;
OCR reading copies must 'be moved to their
'next assigned actionretention pending com-
pletion of down-stream processing, retention
as a Amekup to magnetic tape or disk, filing asi
original actiqn.copies in record jackets, micro-
filming, etc. .

Clear-instructions should be available for the
distribution of the OCRiform when the reading
step has been comple ed. Where appropriate
and possible, the distribution instructions

- should be given on the form itself (see fig. 4).

sn

.
Proust 4.4 Distribution shown on ocg Form copies.

4
2.1.9. Sistems Accuracy.- The resulting

output from an OCR data entry system, or any
other data entry system, will of necessity ,bee.
only as accurate as the information .originally
recorded. Design criteria must be adopted that
will achieve the required' accuracy level. An
example is the definition of time or datecan
the dafe recorded be "yesterday," "today," or
"tomorrow" or -"last week ?" For example, if
the action recorded is 'a personnel action
step, it is mandatory that the specific date be
described, i.e. "TOPA-VS DATE."

At an early point in the forms de g task
the tolerances for eac'h process step s uld be
)wviewed from beginning to end to assure that
th eeded syslains accuracy will in fact be
o ained. 4

o

2.2. Pornis Management Inform atio.n. This
section will describe the necessary. steps in-
volved in marraging OCR forms as a part of SR
overall forms control system. In general, these
requirements are idenetcal- to those for any
other forms management system. However,
there are sonie suggested practices of particu-
lar value in the handling of OCR formk which
are described herein. ,

,
.

Forjti Title and Number. OCR
arms, as foreany well designed,forrn, should
hale a clearly identifiable title, form number,'
and date of issues or. revision. Trial or test
forms shpuld be clearlp'identified as to their
test status (see fig. 5). Successive editions of
proAuction forms should highlight the date of
issue or date of printing (see Section 2.1.4) to

contusion between editions, and to
rapidly. identify the correct form. An alterna-
Nye, if feasible; is to - substantially modify .

either the title or' number, or bOth; 'when any
change occurs which may affect OCR per-
formance.... e

,

*II

TEMPORARY OW - MONTHS

°:PERMANENTDED. MONTHS

PREPARIND. BY - EXAMINE&

SSA - 107 OW 11-14721 OCR TEST FORM

FIGURE 5. OCR Test Form.

.,
2.2.2. Stock &der Number. Some paper-

work- systems. may require that ,a form addi-
tionally carry _a stock order number, or other
special control number. Care should be taken
to insure that this nwthber is -not confused'
with the form ntwber. Some,- systems have
found that it is advahtageous to have the form
number as an OCR readable number
tate control and retrieval.

e

2.2.3. Other Usage. The we of the*OeF;
form as a multiple part form to Ichieve paral

0 lel actions should be gonsidered. Combining
sty-era' related steps can reduce the number of
-forms involved and improve the systems con-
,trol. Multiform sets are an: appropriate nw.thod
of combinirrg clerical artd data recordingysteps.

. , .
2.3. Data Processing Requiremenfs.

,section will describe briefly some of the con-
siderations forr OCR, forms design which arise
from data processing requirements of the syti
tem. '

241. Software Requirements. The de-
- velop nt of the system' software require-

ments ot the OCR. forms designer's tespon-4
sibility. owever, the forms designer must in-

-
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p/
sure that all source data needed are included
on the form. The interaction between system,
System software, .and the -form configuration is, s.
direct and important:The forms.designer must
be aware of t ese aspects and be able to reflect
them in his fi al design produCt.

* , Software lication packages and an appro-
priate operating\ system will be required for the
OCR system colitroller if OCR readingopera-
tions (other than read from form to magnetjt
tat%) are to be accomplished. Adequate
memory and other related system considera-
tions will be necessary to support fhest soft-
ware features.

2.'3.2. Serial Numbering. Often a serial
number. is to be read by the OCR- systein and
hence must be included in the forms" design
both as' accountable 'data and machine read
data. One of the by-product advantages of an
OCR redder system is thitt a scratch pad red-
ord of accountable serial numbers can be main-
tained to provide management summaries,
audit; information, and oth* control informa-
tion. -

It is necessary, in some OCR applications
to account for all topies- or all sets of an OCR
forms series. An example is the generation of
sight drafts which are negotiable instruments.

Systems can be programmed so that identi-
fication -number series can be broken without'
significangeto.the system. Where a number' is-

. used only for error recovery or data .'reentry
purposes broken-number series should be ac-
ceptable. This, will reduce cost and time re-

. quired to obtain OCR° forms:
It is important to remember that serial

,numbers or assigned numbers wHich are to be
read, by OCR devices' must meet. all of the ap-

.

'font,
rules for alignment, position,. approved

'font, ink, print quality, clear areas and the
like. Serial numbers as assigned numbers which
are not to be read by OCR need not meet these
requirements and should'be located in nonread
areas, i.e., ,in signature blocks,, bottom-of-the-
page areas, etc.

ea

2.3.3. Identification Number. Some ap-
plications make use of a serial number printed
as a part of the reading process. An example
would be the assignment of an index for, re-
covery from microfilmed copies.vUsually thi4,
number need not be OCR readable and servel
no further purpose 'on the OCR form,after the
microfilming step has been completed. The

'nting device is a peripheral attachment to,
the reader gaper handling system. If this
-situation exists, spat, should be provided for
printing this number.

2.3.4, iMicrofilming During OCR Process-
ing. Many -OCR readers can be arranged with
a microfilm -camera so that the form can be

-
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, -
microfilmed while 'kissing through the paper .
handling unit..,This provides a low-cost, per-
manent.ricord in. far less space than would be
the case for the original'paper form.

The bilmary 0-CR forms design requirement
is to provide suitable 'clear space, for any mark-
ing device used prior to' the microfilming step.
Other -considerations will be 'the handling of
rejected, -forms and their subsequent reentry.
Form geoetry must be compatible with the
microfilm fraMe size..

. The requirenients of microfilming may irh-
pose special constraints affecting the overall

'A systems performance. The forms designer
should bealert to these situations.

. .
2.3.5. Reference Marks arid ',.-Targets.

Many readers require *a reference mark ,to
designate the first read position. Others require

, targets for fast -line-skip commands, or end-of-
line indicators. In the' application of hand-
printed characters, targets' are used by' some
readers to designate the first ,read position ,for
each line to be read "(see-fig. 6)

The repertoire -and application of reference
marks required for the machines in the ,-SyS-

'tem shbuld. be available to the OCR forms de-
signer. The best source of this information is
the forms design specifications provided by the
OCR equipmefit manufactlirer.

2.3-.6. "Error Marking. -A' machine fea-
' tune can sometimes be provided to indicate
Positions, lines, or fields.. in which a reject

- character is located. If used, _space 'should be
provided on the 'OCR form (usually in the.
margin), so that-a machiffkmarking pen will
clearly indicate. an error ',location. Space re,
quirements and location will vary with ,indi-
vidual 'reading machine models (see fig. 8).

2,3.7. Operational Informaliod. ,Nearly
all OCR forms will contain operational infer-
mation that is not a part of the data to'be cep-
`tured.,Items such as approval signatures, rout-
ing instructions, and the like may -be iequired.
The designer should position this information
to insure that these items do not interfere with
OCR reading.. Normally theae items shouldl be
placed at or near the bottom of the form. to
prevett smudging previously entered, data.
f see fig. 9).
-This treatment "will enable the reader to pro-

ceed directly to the 'first read area of the suc-
ceeding form. It also provides a "hand-rest"

----hrea at the bottom of -the form so that prob-
lems ipositioning baandprinted chiiracters at
the end of a page are ,avoided. .

Specific forms design treatment will be, con-
tained in Section 8. ,

9
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2,

3.

BENEFIT DATA CHANGE

CODING SHEET

. 1 .

4

12
I,

4

D V
.

FIGURE 6. OCR reference marks and targets.

2.3.8. Handprinted Character Require-
_ ments. Handprinted characters involve a

unique set of requirements which are described
PS PUB 33. In addition to the c acter.

0 et be used these are requirenients f uide
boxes, line ,spacing, character spacing, troke

. width, and the like: In addition to the provi-
sions of these standards there ate two applica-

I procedures of importance. One is that
ry form .used for handprinted character

-entry should have a sample of the character
7. set (including the shaded guide ,boxes) in the

size to be read. The sample character set must
be printed outside the scan area preferably as
a part of -the heading (see fig. 10). The second,

.is that an Error Recovery Area shopld be pro-,
vided (usually at the bottom of the fora),
following all other data character entries (but
within the scan area):

The'Error Recovery Area should provide the
opportunity to duplicate any of ,the lds or,

Y' lines found in the form. In the event IF- error'
the data can be "Erased" (see fig. 11) and a'
replacement entered in the Error Recovery
Area. When thesform is read, the OCR reader
controller will ignore the erased infdrmation

_ and overlay the contents of the Error Recovery
Area on the total record before' beginning4dit-
or validation routines.

; 2.3.0. Identification of Input Sources.
Data entry devices may themselves cause
'rors. This is compounded by the fact that these
devicei are freqUently located at wide sepa-.
rated points which supply input to tIlr same
centrally located reader. Thus, it is useful to
identify the source location of all OCR data
generated. Such identification serves as a qual-
ity control device on OCR data entry'equipment
and on the pe ormance of personnel (see fig.
7).

-FIGURE 7. Feedback identification.

Identification of solute data entry defiZes-
aiidior ptersonnel operating such equipment
need not be shown on each form prepared. Such
identification may be contained ort.batch control

' documentation, provided such documentation .

10
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remains 'with the batch through the edit or
error detection cycle of the system flow (and
subsequent correction steps).

2-.3.10. Selecting Forin Type. Generally
the -,reader selection is already available to the

OCR forms.designer and the forms design task
will be oriented to, the capabilities and require-
ments of the equipment at hand. In this event
both machine and form type will be a matter
of that which is available. However, in the
event of first system deSign there may be
choices and selections to be made.

"i4
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"ID

10 ,TOTAL DELETIONS THIS PAGE

11 TOTAL PAYROL.,DELETIONS

12TOTAL.: PAYROLL' VALUE

13 ORIGINAL MACHINE PAYROLL TOTA,L.:,

I CERTIFY THAT THE INDIVIDUALS Lima
HEREON WERE NOT PAID AND WERE DELETED

FROM THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PAYROLL.

a

100

II SIGNATURE

I hereby request the ,action as inuicatea hereon and turtner certify that arrangements have been made with any
indicated banks, savings institutions, insurance companies, or agencies entitled to receive checks for ,

deposit or custody, to insure acceptability of payment'or remittance by allotment.

WITNESSED AND APPROVED. WHEN AND AS REQUIRED

DATE

SIGNATURE /GRADE /TITLE
-

S

SIGNATURE

5717- 4r-(14:5ai

4F/24/75'
DATE

SOC1A$. SECURITY ACCOUNT NO. (In own handwriting)

9,7-61--5'324
MILITARY SERVICE NO (In own handwriting)

CODED BY

1,;/1.02/ //
REVIEWED BY /MI*

PUNCHEd BY .

4M/7
VERIFIED BY

-

DA j
5//7/744

SSA - 1,502 II-12-72) OCR YES FORM

CERTIFICATION. I certify that tbe'datageported hereon was exit-acted franapproved source documents, validated
by a designated authenticating official. The arigmaidata has been codified to the machine language shown and
I certify that, for every intent and purpose. the- data ,contained hereon is identical in basic content and applica-
tion

,

as the source document,
13 TYPED NAME OF DISBURSING OFFICER 14 SIGNATURE IS DATE

.4

FIGURE 9. Non-read information.
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EXAMINER DATE EXAMINER DATE

Pm= 11. rror recovery area.

: In gener I there -are three broad classes of
OCR reader, :

journal
documen
page rea

pe devices,
readers,
ers.

A quick cha acterization of each is as fol-
.

. lows: '
/IJournal tape evices read !farrow adding ma- .

chine or basin ss maghinet tape rolls. The
chitracter set is usually nunierics only with a
liniited set up to 5 or -6 special 'symbols or
alphabetic characters (C, E, N, T, S, X, Z, +,

>. The tapes are usually generated by add-
ing machines or accounting machines.

Document readers usually process forms
with one or twd lines of data. The reading,
process occurs, usually, while the font is in
motion. Many "turn-around" form applications
are of the document reading category.

Page readers handle larger forms (up to
14" x 14") .with' several lines of data (some-
times many The forms are sometimes read
at rest' so at the machine, provides both ver-
tical a 4 horizontal reading motions. Both
fOrm ed and nonformattpd applications are

J

.4

2.4. Output Record Information. This sec-
tion will describe OCR forms design require-
ments related to the system output record
requirements.

2.4.1. Content and Format. Output rec-
ords which result from the reading of OCR
*forms are in machine sensible language and
format. The method of recording generally
will not concern the OCR fOrits designer. How
ever, the fields and data content are of intere t
since these are the end product of reading An,
OCR form. The needed information should, be
available\ ,froni the system designer's record
lay-out. Questions can be referred to the ADP .
systems design or 'software design personnel
who are involved.

2.4.2. Error Control ,Requiremenls. 1p
any data prbcessing system there must be pro-
vision for controlling, certain classes of error
conditions. These provisions may include such
practices as check digit,s, redundant entries,
zero balance, or hash totals. The4dhuirement
for the OCR data entry. system will relator tol
the data processing syStem which receives.this
data,. and usually can be obtained from the
APP system design staff.

r on page reading devices. Many pige read-
s will handle turn = around "documents" in .2.5. Collateral Requirements. This section

addition to full size page forms, but at some- ) will cover miscellaneous provisions not des.
what. reduced throughput rates. scribed elsewhere in section-2.

1



Basis Weight+ . Op ty
10410 Sheets usch
17x 22 in Lorrip)

(321.8x558.8 min) Mtn(%)

40 Ils (75.2 dm: 82
48 Ils (90.2 g/ ) 85
64 lb 120. ms) 90

T61

Table 1
GPO SPECIFICATIONS FOR (wit krr,a

Property Values Ind (Test Me &Jar vsecti

Smoothness t Porosity
Sheffield (Gurley)

Min(sec).Max(sec) Mip(sec)
100 200 10
lb° 200 10
100 200 15

Stiffness,
Either

Direction
-7(Garley)
Min(mg)

70
100,
200

a FIPS PUB 40

for this characteristic is + 5% of nominal value.
ness tolerance within a delivery is ± 5% of nominal calipst4

cranes for this characteristic is .1,4% of nominal value.
es Requirements i

. Grain dueetion as required by equipment. .
2. ecleanhnetsdirt particle count shall not exceed 10 parts per million (10 sq. mm. per m2); no particles.

sd.9..,pcsall ex 0(16 in (0.152 mm.) diameter.
= 3... Stock shall be ally bleached chemical wood pulp, free from ungleached'or

groundwood pulp. o fluorescent (dptical) brighteners shall he added to the hulp,.
or paper during manufacture.

... ,

I

Teat

huher
Neat IA Caliper.3 Brightness

(f Imt:16 eft ......tlointnal Average .
M.', :rt. M.o Max (Percent)

40 9(1.14 0.0043 go
- 0.0043 0.0052 80

' i=2gRE,...2. 80

,
2.5.1. Protection Againssl Damage. An OCR Forms Design

important point in the_halirg of OCR forms
' Introductionis that they must be protec d against smudg-

ing, folding and other damage daring storing,
.transportation and usage. Every effort should 4.
be made to avoid folding OCR forms; If it is
unavoidable, OPR forms which must be folded
should have special, provision in the design,
such as perforations or folding guide marks.
Moreover, OCR documents should be f` deli so
that the OCR printing is away from creased
areas. Care should be .taken to prevent shifting
or movement within the enWope sinee this
will cause smudging and damage to characters.
It is important to protect against inadvertent
bending and 'folding. This can be accomplished
through, the use of 'stiffeners as inserts.

Plastic carrier envelopes with a self-closing
fe9tur4. have provided protection to OCR. dodu-
ments in many installations. This practice gives
instant yistial recognition of the contents of
OCR forms which require care in handling.

2.5.2. Interrelationshipof Foms. 'Some
OCR- systems require more than one readable
form to input all of the data required forthe
particular application. Although different forms
should usually not be prepared or read wjthin
a .single batch; the OCR forms designer should
be aware, of all forms which are required to.-
input. data to the system.

One basic example is where daily transmittal
forms containing summati, totals accompany
the detail input records. The designer is cau-
tioned not tb use 'this as' it means of over-
controlling the interrelation hip.

2.6. Forms Check List. The foinis-require-
ments previously described have .been sum-
marized in a checklist of items Of interest to
the forms designer and OCR -system maukger:
This checklist follows as figure

15
/

Fluorescent
.Brightener'

(Hunter)
Max(%)

0.2
0.2
0.2

This section addresses thee-specification of
materials and layout required for forms to be
processed in an optical character recognition
system., ,

This ,infOrinition will be of assistance to
O6R forms designers in avoiding errors in the
layout of.forms and will simplify the task of
-compromising the often conflicting require-
ments of the different 'users of a given form.

3.2. Kit Forms Materials

3.2.1. OCR Paper. The specifications for
paper such as weight, caliper, opacity, porosity,
smoothness, and color of paper to be specified
for a particular form is dependent upon the
intended usage and the operating characteris-
tiCs of the scanning device upon which the
form is. to be processed. The GPO standard
OCR paper should be used wherever possible
'(seetable 1).

It should be noted that OCR speciflcatio
paper may provide source problems and sup
stitute paper grades, may, be suggested. These
substitutes should 'meet the reqtlirements of
1(4.17-1974 Character Set and Print Quality, for
OCR-A fbr physical and optical characteristics.
Particularly, fluorescent whiteners must be
`avoided since these materials "flare". in re-
'sponse to the scanner light source and confuse
the,light detector elements.

3.2.2. O CR Ink; There are two distin ctly
different kinds of ink involved in printing
OCR forms read ink, and reflective ink. Each
serves a specific purpose. '

Read ink is used form the shapes- of all
erecters or mar to be read by an OCR

18
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Figiire 12. Checklist Between Form Designer & OCR System Manager

1. Forms, Management Considerations

a. Form Number, Title, Edition, Date

b. Stock Order Number, if'applicable

c. Form usage other than OCR

d4Number of parts if more than single sheet OCR form

e. Distribution of each non-read part

f. Distribution of OCR part:

(1) Microfilm

(2) Hold for masterfile update ( 'days)

13) Hold for days, then destroy

(4) Send or retiin.to

(5) Other

2. Processing Considerations

a. Requirements for machine readable data to be printed on the form by forms manufacturer,
e.g., program number, serial number.

b. Non-read serial numbering by printer location

c. Serial numbering by OCR equipment location

d. Data elements on form for machine readirig (any internal,niachine instructions) and data
elements included in output.

ce...Reflective
ink requirements

f. Location of machine required reference marks

g. Non-read data elements on form location impact on readir3g capability

()yr
h. Correction protess (error recovery) if form fails edit program

i. Correction lines or fields to be, includelt on form for error recovery, if any

j. Particular or specialiied reqiirernents

k. External procosee signatures, date stamps, etc.
-
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figure-12: Checklist Between Form Desisiner'& OCR System Manager (Continued)

..:

3, Machine ponsideratipns

a. Type'Of reader; including machine readihg c ?ability.

.b.'Perrhissible overall form dimensions.
-

c, Read area dimensions, i.e., area on form where data to be machine-captured Must belocated.
To be considered:

(1) Right, left, top and bottom margins .

(2) Location of program number, if applicable

(3) Location of preprinted serial number if-OCR is required
- I

(4) Location,of first data read line\
(5) Field assignments and locatiOns 5

(6) Field separators

(7) Position of error marking area

(8) Line spacing

(9) Character spacing

d. Location of rlon-read lines if printed and/or-typed in machine-readable ink, including:
signature line, if any.

4. Form Elements

a. Data fields, read and non- read - -for each data field show:

(1) Caption title

(2) Maximum length', in characters, including embedded spaces

(3) Method of.recording (typed, printed, imprinted, etc.) -

b.'Source, and sequence of capture for each dataelement.

c. Output record order for each -data element to be read.
a ;

V.\
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scanning system ;.reflective Ink is used to print
all characters and other materials that should
not be read by the scanning device, such as use
instructions, data field headers or numbers,
and the-like,wpich appearin the 'reading area.

Npnread materials (logos, signature blocks,
etc.), may be printed in black of lyif they
appear in nonreacl, areas or are programmed
for nonread performance-lv.the-scanzier sys-
tem.

ead 'inks rare *usually carbon based and
should have a matte (nonglOss) surface (var-
ni.Vi'or smocdh finishes for read ink causes a
disastrous reflection in tlie scanner system).
Reflective ink colors are dRipated by the scan-
ner manufacture and are -usually available
without problem from most OCR forms manu-
facturers.

Figure 13 provides typical sample reflective
ink colors (courtesy of Sinclair and Valentine).
The colors shown in figure 13 are only approxi-
mate and should, not be used in actual specifica-
tions of form design. The manufacturers of
particular OCR equipment and the suppliers of
ink:should be consulted by the user' in design-
ing their forms. Figure 13 is provided only to-
illustrats the wide variety of colors available
for use in OCR forms design.

Further speMe directions regarding reflec,
tive ink ractice can be found in the manufac-

. turrers f m design guide manuals.
OCR sc fining ,syNtems whh employ a laser

light source require precise color formulations
and manufacturer's recommendations must be
followed carefully in these situations.

It is important to note that reflective inks
shiiuld be "printed at their maximum bright-, 3.3.1. Layout Procedures. One of the
ness so as to avoid reading, or reference prbb- first considerations in the layout of a fo for

I

-

not recommended unless they have been thin--
oughly coordinated between the OCR reader
and OCR formd" manufacturers:

3.3 Layout of Forms. The OCR4eacler
operates most efficiently on layouts which
closely seqiienc-e data and in-which scan areas
are located along single or- multiple adjacent
lines. However, this must be weighed against
the human factors criteria 4of forms design
simplicity, ease of data entry, logical sequence
of data elements, minimal writing, good
visual effect, 'filing requirements, human scan-
ning, compliance with requitements, etc.
The areas in which preferential consideration
must be iyen to human factors over the open,
ating effiefftict of the scanner are:

case of entry by. -the data entry device to
e usedo,

effort required to locate proper data entry
eas,

e'.ort required of the human reader who
ma be seeking certain selected-data ele-
Men ,
the ease with which the form can be filed

.1 and retrieved, and .

§ the ease with which data entry instruc-
tions and othe nondata information can
be located and kiterpreted.

. The forms deltieshould. study thV'dalta
entry and mach% e etc capabilities and know
their limitations so that he can design' the
form for optimum use.

lems by humans. There ordinarily, is a plateau
in the comparison of reflectance value versus
ink thicknessthe thickness should be Selected
at its maximum ,value rather than the mini-

. mum value which meets reflectance criteria.

I

3.2.3. OCR Carbon Pap& Many man-
.

years of effort have, gone into the development
of specifications for carbon papers suited to
OCR applications. This work- has been per-
formed under the auspices of such organize-
tionkAs ,the TechnicalAssociatioR of the Pulp
and Paper Industry (TAPPI), and the Asap-
Ciation 'for Testing and Materials (ASTM F-5).
The OCR.- forms designer, need not be aware
of the highly technical description of this Prod-

- uct. He' need only be aware of the availability
of such special materials- and that he must
make reference to them: to the mode of data
_entry,: to the number of s, and to the` -
specific part of the set white alto be scanned,
when deiT4ping instructions- ananufac- * if the typist hits the wrong key-A good rule.

r ture of the -form. , of thumb is one extra space for every ten
. There is no confirmed expel-tepee gn the. tise-,_-,chareeters'. An additional field space or two

carbonless papers and ther re; !lei are ?'F also be planned for error recovery

A
rj 1 .18

OCR processing is the amount of inf' ation
. that needs to be read (scanned) from t e form.
These data will be grouped on the form in
fields which contain one or more characters, to
be read by the machine as a single item 'of in-
formatiop.

System considerations have led to two types
of design for the layout of a data field. First,
the blocked fi'ld in which the -.area reserved
for the field will be delineated by a box' whosse
horizontal dimension is set out by vertical bars
printed in nonreflective, read ink (see fig. 14).
The second case is the free formatted form in
which the data field area is implied by Marks
outside of the scan area° (see fig. 16)". The-free
formatted form requires, that field definition be
dictated by a computer controlling the scanner.

Combinations of these two general types of
form design can also be utilized. Wherever
feasibl e designer should allow extra char-
acter sp es-in data fields for ,error recovery

21
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.
RT 'p' 4322 FD = 771m't

FIGURE 14. Blockest ftgmat.'

when the entire field of data is affected. Ex-
perience to date° suggests that it is better to
go to a new form if more than two fields of

%. data are lost:
In the case of blocked forms containing fixed

fields, preferred Practice is to use the Long
Vertical Mark (LVM), a vertical bar provided
in X3.17-1974 (OCR-A), as a field delimiter.
The LVM. (or delimiter) must extend above the

A highest point .of any character and below the
. baseline of a field. These delimiters can either

be preprinted on the form as rules of appro-
priate length (up tq the entire length of the

s form), or they may be keyboarded at the time
of data entry. Good practice dictates printing
a guard space on each side of the preprinted"'
bars in nonread ink p as to deter-a typist
from entering information on or near the LVM
(see fig. 15). The LVM is a fullAmadth character,
and requfres a full space. Anything less can
result in incorrect reading. The LVM stroke
width dimen4ns are critical and the absolute
limits are 0.0.08..0.036 inch. This provides recog-
nition compatibility -with' all scanners.

Recommended line spacing practice dictates
layouts of np--more than four vertical data
lines per inch hand preferably three , lines per

H121

L 43A

L434

K43S

50:9J43,5

NEW ORLEANS

65/54323-3 g;

87654345.-1

86534233-4

9765432'5-4

86513456-14

94563765==1

98452323-2

87687634-3

9871354

874

657

876-

'FIGURE 15. Use of guard apace with Long Veltical Mark.

inch. Some scanners can handle six data lines
per inch under carefully controlled conditions,
but such spacing is- very likely to cause prob-
lems, -especially 4f delimiter marks or vertical
characters project into overlying or underlying
fields.' Typewriters with half-line spacing can
print either three or four lines per inch and
this option should be specified in purchasing'
new equipment. .

.

it is important to note that four-line-per-
inch, capability cannot be assumed for type-
writers already owned. They. should be checked

Readers capable of, handling six-line-per-Inch materials are
normally there complex, more costly..and generrally must -
oPbrite at the maximum potential device capability as opposed
to those readers whiclf will read threellines-per-Inch materials.
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FIGURE 16. Free -form format.

-prior to proceeding with the forms 'design
which involves line-spacing, decisions.

As noted above,-,the `system controller can
give tremendous, flexibility to some types of
readers. Some,forms can be converted 'to OCR
simply by printing instructiobs in reflective
(nonread) ink and setting up the reader to
scan. the data entry areas. This may not be the
best approach however, as the old layout could

-\:\liolave been dictated by considerations which no
nger apply. The human being is less prone to

transcription error when data elements are
segarated on the form: The OCR device is not
subject to this type of reading error and Ac-
tually can be expected to perform more effi-
ciently when the data are contained along .41
single line.

Since most, .scanners read from an edge
designated by .the manufacturer the following-
practice is recommended:

Whenever a minimal amount of information is to
be scanned on a single line, scanning speeds can
usually be increased by placing the data nearest
this starting edge. Most machines can be con-
trolled to read only the length-of the line actually
used and thus opefate at a maximum speed.

The designer should strive to compact data
fields near the right or left) reference edge

of the form. Form depth (length) should be
kept short to reduce form-feeding time by the
OCR reader and to reduce forms manufacture
costs.

3.3.2. Form Giomary and Spacing The
preferred shape of an OCR form is rectangular
with. the nominal data line parallel to one edge.
(Squ forms should be avoided. See Sec.
3.6.1.) he dimensions of a form shodld not be
permit ed to .vary from nominal' size by more
than 0.030 inch in length anti width. The
diag al lengths should be held within ± 0.045

-inch of each other. Problems in -alignment and-
in forms feeding will be minimized if these
tolerances are observed.

.The size of the fbrm will Be determined by
one of more of the following considerations.
The forpi must:

1. contain all of the data fields, headings,
and nonread, areas required ;

2. be convenient for filing;
3. )e easily handled.

J .. ,
41.

N.A rule-of-thumb is to start with 81/2 x 11"
and move to submultiples i.e., #81/2 x 51/, ", Or
81/2 x 3 2/3 ". Use 81,:2 x 13" if adcjpd length is

'2124
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necessary. Avoid larger sizesjxcept in unusual
situations. Note that 81/2 x 11" ie the prefeirid
OCR f rm size for use in the Federal govern-
men . . - /

here are Many formulae quoted for esti-
atinerequirdd form size which have proven

to be generally unreliable. A recommended ap-
proach is- to simply lay out the reqpired form
information on a .preprinted g which in-
cludes the OCR scanner space and margin re-

, quirements .(See fig.'17, provided courtesy of
Datafold Forms, Inc.).

The recommended grid spacing fo`r most
OCR machine applications is 10 characters per '
inch horizontal spacing and 6 lines 'per inch,o;.
vertical spacing. Handprinted characters are
set to larger spacing-5 horizontal spaces per
inch for numeric' characters, 4 horizontal
spaces per inch for alphabetic characters with
3 vertical spaces per inch. In providing .the
horizontal data spaces add extra spaces,. for
correction requirements.

' 3.3.3. Preferred Sizes. The majority of
OCR forms are produced on standard rotary
printing presses equipped with either 22, 17 or

' 14 inch cylinders. Standard form sizes are
thereby restricted by the ability of the printer
to lay out forms within the dimensions' of the
printing press web, When the 'design ,includes
stubs and punched hOles the restrictions are

t even more apparent. 2 lists OCR paper
sizes that may be selected for maximum
economy.

3.3.4. Mechanical Properties of OCR
Forms.

1114rgins are the reserved' areas. adjoining
each edge of an OCR' form.

A Printing Areg.. (or Scan Ate is the, rec-.
tangulai area located inside .tjie margins and
with boundaries parallel p rp dicular to a
'Reference Edge.

A Reference Edge it that OCR form edge
used for positionihg in the reading process. .

A Clear Area is the space occupied by cha-r-
acters to be read plus an additional protective
border around them. This is an area of the
OCR forth'in which no other machine sensitive
Materials may be placed.

The mechanical properties of OCR forms are
illustrated in figure 18.

,Clear A_ rea:- The
distance the boundary of a printing
area an that of its surrounding clear area
should be at least 0.100 inch (2.54 mm) for
thd majority ,of scanners but is necessarily
larger on a few devices.

On documents, the clear area should ,(at the
time of reading), extend to --the edge of the form
on the side at which the . scan starts, unless

TABLE 2. Preferred sites for OCR forms'
Type of form

Cut Sheets

Continuous

Unit Sets

Nominal width Nominal depth
(inches) (inches)

81/2, 4g, 4 14, 13, 11, 7, 51,y,
41/4, 3%,
31/2

, 81/2, 41/4 14, 13, 11, 8%,, 7, .

5%, 4%
3%, 31/2 .

14443, 11, 7, Sys,
4%,

1

3%,

131
Tabulating crunch) 7%, 4% 31/4

Cards

rournalarapes Z% minimum, Limited only by
a% preferred, paper han4ling
4 maxima-In Zevices on reading/s

equipment

81/2, 41/4

41/4" size should not be used with any system requir-
ing 3 or 6 lines per Inch entry, to preclude misregistra-

Table Notes
Note 1: Widths and depths fisted above for cut sheets

or .unit sets may be interchanged within either cut
sheet or unit set categories. Cut sheet fint..8 shall not be
transferrIA to' unit set listings. (Width is iiarellet4 to,
'and depth is perpendicular to, nominal data lines to be
read by an OCR device.)

Note 2: Mo st OCR scanners have- lengthtdridti
ratio limitations that must be considered. Square forms
are generally to be avoided because of paper feed prob-
lems with some scanning equipment.

Note 3: Sizes are .those of the form as it is-being
-fed., to. the OCR reader. The designer should include
provisions for the removal of gummed strips and pin-
feed hole strips prior to processing on the OCR reader
since many- OCR scanners do not permit holes in
margins; gualned strips may interfere with proper
feeding.

Note 4: Most "page" readers will accept, the mini-
mum and maximum sizes listed above. Most document
readers will accept forms with widths up to 8% inches
and depths up to 61/2 inches.

Note 5: The majority of OCR readers cannot scan
edge to edgi of the wider forms and machine_specilica-
tions should be consulted beforeattempting,,to upd an
extra wide form. . -

Note 6: Larger orders of OCR forms are likely to,be
produced as continuous forms; therefore, initial produc-
tion of test forms should be of the same specifications.
Selection of a particular width and depth can signifi-
cantly affe he, cost of form ,procurement (i.e., a 14"
depth is a able only fzom limited sources and conse-
quently mo e expensive to procure) -

some device such as a t iming mark, is- needed
to indicate' the beginning of the printing area.
It recommendeFI that the clear area extend
at least 0.250 inch (6.35 mn)) on the trailing
side. The vertical extent. of the cleaf'area
should be at least 0.100 inch (2.54 mm) above
and below the scan band area. This feature
should, also bi plotted on the layout sheet.

a.
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FIGURE 18. Mechanical properties OCR forms.

3.3.4.2. Minimum Widths of Margins.
All margins should be at least 0.250 inch (6.35
mm) at time of reading, except as specified
otherwise herein.

3.3.4.3. Margins. for Imprinting from
Embossed Cards. OCR system which use
embossed'plastic cards for imprinting on pages
or documents are often capable of imprinting

' and reading with a margin of only 0.125 inch
(3.18 mm). The chances for misreading are
increased because of the effects of forms

.printing tolerances and the increased danger
of. edge damage through handling of such
forms. Small margins should be utilized only
when required by the system .desigt (see fig.
19 as an example of preferred practice).

3.8.4.4. Recommended Typing Margins. _
All typing areas Should be located at least one
inch from the top or. bottom Of the sheet in
order to insure that alignment and print qual-
ity are maintained. This tolerance can be re-
duced to 0.25 inch (6.35 mm)- on continuous
forms but this will require 'typewriters' with.
special hold-dawn devices and the designer
mutt be sure such modifications are part of
the system. Alignnient in the 'scan area. is best
achieved by rtIlings (in reflective ink) showing
the actual typing line. Prealignment of the
typewriter can be best accomplished by provid-
ing test character 'fill boxes on each end of a
test line.

. .

3.3.5. Headings and Reference Marks.
Preprinted material should be located with a
nominal 0.25 inch (6.35 mm) margin from the
reference edge,. and even with an established
base line parallel or perpendicular to the
referenced edge; Skew tolerances for most
scanners permit displacement from correct
vertical position- of one quarter character
eight between the first and last characters of
full length line.

*

3.3.6: Non OfR-Read Printing. Form
(entry guides such as blocks, rulings, and cap-

tions are aids to the proper placement of data
on forms and instruOions r' entering data.
They should be visible tat uman eye, but
not to the scanner. To accom this they. are
printed in reflective (notread). ink. Such in-
structions are an .important means of ncreas-
ing speed and of reducing errors in entering

kdata. Use of reflective ink permits these in-
structions tqq appear near their point of use.
Other inforination may be in OCR visible ink
if placed outsideNpf read areas.

3.3.7. Other Users. It may be necessary
to enter data on the form for human users as
well as the OCR reader. These data include
initials, date stamps, and filing instructions: It
is possible that OCR readers may not ignore
the usual stamp pad inks and ballpoint pen inks.
Therefore, it is important to set-aside for this
purpose areas of the form which are rugt read
by the OCR unit, preferably at the bottom of
the form. Care should be taken to provide
ample room.for such entries. Consider the use
of colored strip boundaries in order to prptect
against encroachment upon the OCR fields.

In some applications, such as purchase or-
ders, sight drafts, leases, and like -legal docu-
ments, recommended practice is to use an OCR
record capture form as a top copy and use the
,second "dopy as the "original" copy for the nor-

*mai document functions. The correct choice of
carbon paer_will produce an "original" indis-
tinguishable from normal first (top) copies in

4f-a set, including protection from alteration
when required. (see .fig 20).4,

Pc.eprinted Data Entries. Pre-
printed material such as serial numbers, should
belocated with a nominal 0.25 inch (6.35 mm)*
margin from the reference edge, and with an
established base line parallel or perpendicular
to the referenced edge. Skeciv tolerances (the
permitted angular displacement frbm correction
horizontal orientation) are nominally one quar-
ter character height per full line for most
scanners.

3.3.9. Back Printing. It is recom
that' OCR forms be free of back pri
Where back printing is required, the fol

24
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Please
like this

write 012345678q
PI"±sma" CORY COFFEE SERVICE PLAN, INC. D.4.1-NTS 175-2294remittance

P. 0. BOX 3932 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA '94119to:

For merchandise
shipments see address
on carton.

Ship
to

40

TERMS' NET CASK FOB SHIPPING POINT

I.

A.-C.

FIGURE 19. Imprinting. from embossed cards.

minimum specifications should,. be observed in
order, to prevent show- through or bleed-
through :

a. OCR paper minimum basis weight =-40
. pounds (1000 sheets).
b. Minimum opacity of the paper before

pr i ting-85)peroent.
c. Back printing minimum surface reflect-

ante -50 percent (in the spectral range
of the OCR equipment being used.°This
can be obtained either by the pioper
choice oLink or printing a screen pattern
with 4010 50 percent screen).

,3.46 Human Factors:, Many aids hav&been
devised for forms to ensure ease and accuracy
of data entry. Most of them are basic to,*ood
.forms design, but several of them are '&nn,-.
binations o,f aids to the' efficiency of data entry
and proceSsing-through the OCR scarifier.

3.4.1. Alignment Marks. Data align-
merit° is essential for most OCR readers. To
insure good alignment it is necessary to (1)'
incorporate areas for prealignment of forms

data entry typewriters, and (2)* lay out

'

INVOKE 4507120NUM

40.

IIIr
CMILCDI 0)0 VOID MI

entry areas (fields) so that the typist is en-
couraged to type only in the scan area. Nor-
mally a 1/4" band at the,top of the form can be
made available to permit proper horizontal and
vertical positioning of the form in the device
used for data entry (see fig. 21). This may
take. the form of a line for trial characters
extending across thetop, or two 3-to-5 char-
acter fields, one at top left, "the other at top
right, in which trial alphabetic characters
should be entered to test proper alignment.
When possible, characters in the proper Yont
(V's or W's) should be preprinted to provide
a comparison and thus identify an incorrect
fOnt that may inadvertently be' introduced into
the data entry system.

3.4.2. End-of-Form Warning Marker.
.Warning markers should appear in r flective
ink at the bottom of free form,ror -m. ti-line
entry forms ,as- a precaution against en
data beyond the reading area of 'the form.
One style of marker is a collimn of countdown
line numbers opposite the last few lines; an-
other would be a series of increasing width
steps commonly referred to 'as a "staircase"
(see fig. 23).
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FORM CCC 075
24a 7o.

U. S DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Ssobilateion and Cootervahon Somme

o
.

WAREHOUSE STORAGE NOTE ANDSECURITY AGREEMENT
.

,
I e

Nome
and *

Moiling .
Address

11of
Producer

i
I

.. , . '0
.

. ar "
e

-,
. -

STATE COUNTY COOF.S4. FARM NO WHERE popucco

Is 4.

I

WAREHOUSE KECEIT NO NET QUANTITY LOAN RATE' COL. X COL C Mali7 c00-81.141,1int. c
. A C 0 - E f-

.
r

-
. A C/D

CODE

\

(

1

711/1)

I

I
A, z,..

tEREST

I

LOAN NO

EXCISE TAX

DRAFT NO

FEES e

AMOUNT

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT

"pt =7 ye.
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT

date shown above) or upon such earlier date as CCC may make
'reuniter referred to as the

upon
jointly and severally prom.

shown below. the "Note Amount" shown above, and mutest on each S
unit of any amount under $100 (rounded to the nearest $10 increment) at

e note amount is outstanding, extlusha of the calendar month of repayment if
ifs i"fTitIA-rnoi-rir-laTVen outstanding during a or any part of two or more calendar monthstor to satisfy his obligations as provided in Section
6 of this tnstrument. If the producer(s) made kaudulent representation herein or in obtainidg thAloan or in connection with settlement under the
loan or has made an unlawful disposition of anv portion Of the commodity secunng the Icon, the principal amount of thefimin, and any COSTS incur.
red by the-bolder of the net., shall bear Interest from the date of disbursement at the rate of 12 per centum per annum except as provided iq 6(b).
The makers and endorsers severally waive presentment for payment, demand. protest. nonce of protean, and notice of nonpayment of thss abte. The
term "CCC" meant Commodity Credit Corporation and Includes any bolder of the note to whom CCC may have assigned its interest therein.
2 Pledged Centrnetlity.The producer hereby assigns and pledges to CCC and any subsequent holder of this node, xs collateral security for the pay \
rnent of the.note, charges, and interest, the warehouse receipts and other documents representing the commodity described in the Schedule of
mocha's (hereinafter referred to as the "pledged commodity")
3. Prodpues IIIsrsentflol. The producer agrees that by signing this Instrument he makes the representations an warranties and agrees to all
the WITS and conditions specified in this instrument. including the previsions em Om omen*. Read carefully the entire instrument before signing.

wITNESS,ES, SIONATuRCIS, DATE

4. liershelder's Wishes,. The undetsigned lienbolder(s) lincluding secured parties) do hereby severally waive. relinquish in surrender all right,
dale. and interest in and to the pledged commodity. (If no liersholder!, enter "None.")

LIIINHOLOIR IS, (Signaler.)

APPROVED FOR CCC (By)

NAME RHO AOORESS.OF COUNTY ARCS OFFICE

410

ORIGINAL

, . .
r . 4

FIGURE 20: Sample form showing use of top io.pg for OCR original.and second copy for
lsgal original copy.
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FIGURE 21. Alignment marks. 4

3.4.3. Character Set Indicators. Char-
acter set indicators are desirable in operations
where the entry devices may use a variety of
'ants -for different operations. One design
might be a line of type in the proper charac-
ter set to be compared with a trial line entered
below it from the device (see fig. 22). Equip=

,ment capable of reading multi-font source data
is much more expensive than single-font equip-

, ment. Thus, for economic reasons, it is prefer:
able to avoid multi-font source data.

3.4.4. Tab Stop Settings. Paper guide,
margin,, and tab-stop settings for the form
should be indicated at the top of the form to
insure proper data layout. A common method
of indicating tab-stop settings is the use of

w

1.
row _of preprinted triangles in the top margin
with, points facing downward at the point of
entry of the first character in the field (see
fig. 24). 'In conjunction with the above, care
should be taken during form layout to align
fields- vertically and to reduce the. number of
tab stops required.

3.4.5. Mid-Form Alignment Marks. On
forms 11" or longer a line guide should be pro-
*lett several times down the sheet, particu-
lar if the form is of the free fol.m type, Or is
piovided as continuous form. tare should be
taken in placing these guides to ensure that
normal spacing of the data entry recording
equenent will feed the form so as to place the
nominal data line centrally in the scan area

I

abcdeplhijklmr1opqrstL,vwxyz

AR'..:EFuTjr:L1NOPP:_,7

FIGURE 22. Data recording font indicators.
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47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

Flom 23. End-of-page warning markers. '
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FIGURE 24. Tab stop setting indicators.

rather :than near the lower Border.
The line guide-ma3 be a pair.of lines between

which' a typed line should fall, or a single line
upon which the .typed line rests (seb fig. 25).

3.4.6. Data Field Captions. Data field
labels and captions, preprinted in reflective ink
for each field, number, data designation, and

incodes tq be used, a extremely helpful re-
ducingducing entry errors. Titles or captions must be

- made large enough and bold enough to be easily
read by humans, birt still not be read by the,readei.

Preprinted captions should be printed in a
sans-serif type face, such as Helvetica (see
fig., 26).

1
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Multiple Copy (Forms

3.5.1. Scanning Carbon Copies. The use
of a carbon copy as a scannable form is not a
oommort requirement in most OCR applications.
VVherever possible, use of 'carbon copies for-
OCR scanning should be avoided in light of
the attendant, problems of image degradation,
smudging,,alignment problems, requirement for
fine tuning, of the scanning system, greater
cost of the reader system, and like problems.

There, are two situations where carbon copy
reading may be of interest:

imprinter applications involving plastic
cards,
riogotiable or legal instruments, such as
purchase orders, leases, sight drafts, etc.

NO. IN ) INDICATES
NO. OF CHARACTERS '

BLOCK NO.(2)

ANNA.V.(2)

EMPLOYEE 110.(6)

S.ICK LEAVE(2) '

FP00

TYM E AND ATTENDANCE
iFREG. HRS.(4) PREM. HRS.(4) NIGHT SHIFT(41

BLOCK NO.(2)

N. LV.(2)

,
COMP. LV.(3) LWOP(21

:. .
,..

EMPLOYEE NO.(e0) REG. HRS.(*) PREM. HRS.(4) NIGHT SHIFT(4)........._

,

_

. 11
SICK LEAVE(2) ' %. -COMP. LV.(3) LVV0P(2) AWOL(2) ,

-1________ _______#\., - 1-.._ '. 1 71..

/ ' I

REG. HR

..FIGURZ 25. Mid-form alignment guide.

. -

SHIFT(4)
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SI

PROVIDER BILLING FOR MEDICAL AND
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES

.

NOTICE: Anyone who mtsrepresents or falsifies essintiol information requested by this form may upon conviction be subject td fine on

irtfttnige'r
TYPE HHHHHHHH OVER THIS SP

FIRST NAME OF PATIENT AND MIDDLE INITIAL , 02. HEALTH INSURAN

NELS R. E. 't'.4 480 05 01
03. PATIENTS ADDRESS-NO. AND STREET,

10715 FRANCISIRIV
03. PROVIDER NAME

RHE TT R BUTTLER

CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

ROCKVILLE MD t.r} .217i02

PROVIDER ADDRESS -CITY AND STATE .

1219 STONY DRIVE., ROCKVILLE, MD 208511:
10. -tt*SDRING ORGAN

PAN we
ON-OR STATE AGENCY NAME ,

N LIFE ASSN:
L ADDRESS-NO STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP

LIFE DR

FIGURE 26 Data field captions.

For imprinter applications ordinarily the
bottom copy is to be the scanning copy. This is
not always the case since some readers will
read reverse carbon iniages from the back of
the top copy. Form set specifications should be
reviewed carefully with the 0@lit manufac-
turer so that -proper.,ordering information can
be included in procurement specifications.

For negotiable instruments the usual prac-
tice is Lo designate the OCR data capture copy
as the top copy. of the. form set. The .second
copy is used as the "original" or legal copy for
signature purposes. The correct selection of
the first carbon sheet will result in a form in-
distinguishable from forms produced as orig-
inals with carbon ribbons.

In situations other' than the above, carbon
copy reading should be avoided.

3.5.2. Registration Between Parts. In
cases of multi-part forms,- the part to be
scanned (top or bottom copieS) must be speci-
fied in forms procurement specifications. The
type of data entry device to be used should
also'bel pait of the specifications, as it makes
a difference in how the form is manufactured.

Registration requirements for the non-OCR-
read copies should be determined and included
in procurement specifications.

i6. Other Forms Layout Topics

3:6.1. Corner7Treatment. The use of
special corner aelatment incrjases the produc-
tion cost of the form but is sometimes dictated
by overall system considerations. A 'corner cut
should not extend more than 0.5 inch (12.75
mm) in horizontal or vertical direction from

9

the corner.. Similarly, rounded corners should
not have a radius exceedi% 0.5 inch (12.7
mm). This value -for round corners is com-
patible with the requirements of Federal Sup-
ply Specification GC-.116 or ANSI X3.11, Paper
Cards.

Corner cuts are especially useful for docu-
ment in high speed - feeding situations where
incorrect form-. position will- be troublesome.
When it is absolutely necessary to design, forms
of a .square or near-square geometry, corner
cuts are extremely helpful in insuring that
forms will be transported through the OCR
reader correctly:"

3.6.2. Pinfeed Holes. Pinfeed l'O'res are
important 'in OCR forms layout because they
are used. not only for feeding con uous forms

withbut for locating the entry line h respect to
the writing point of the record g device as
well. It is therefore necessary to assure that
the relationship between the holes and the
form data fields be maintained. Further? care
must be taken not to place' holes which could
interfere with the read areas of the form.

Standard pinfeed hole spacing is ceater-to-
centerAistance of 0.500 in ± 0.015 in (12.75
mm ± 0.380 mm) along a line parallel to a
vertical reference wedge (or perpendicular to a
horizontal reference edge) and horizontal posi-
tion tolerance' with' xespect to the reference
edge is ± 0.015 in, (± , 0.380 mm). Pinfeed
holes should be spaced equally above and below-
fOrm perforations, so that this distance will
he. 0.250 in ± 0.015 in (6.35 mm ± 0.380 mm)
from the top edge of the form.

It should be noted that OCR typewriters and
data entry devices now generally provide ade-
quate paper feed capabilities so that pinfeed
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holes are, not required for registration pur-
poses. Continuous nonpinfeed forms are a use-
ful application for the production of OCR forms
in high volume situations. Continuous forms,
however, should he carefully burst before
feeding to the OCR scanning system.

3.7. Handprinted - Character Data Entry.
Handprinted character entry always involves
the use of guide boxes (see FIPS PUB 33 and
figs. 27 and 28). These boxes are placed on
nominal data lines for continuity of data entry
as is done for of rrfethods of OCR data entry.
Normally, verti line spacing is 2 lines per
inch. *

Handprinted cua cter data entry forms
'should be arranged permit data entry froin
left to right, and top bottom. This arrange-
ment - helps prevent smudging of characters
caused by working over previously coded data.
Avoid using the bottom 3" of the form since
the operator may not easily control the form
when entering data in this area, thereby allow;
ing more chance of degraded characters.

A set of characters used should always be
preprinted on the form .in actual size to illus;
trate the characters tobe used (see fig. 29).
Only the set or subset involved is needed and
other characters may. be confusing, i.e., show
only the handprinted characters which the
reader or system will accommodate.

Refer -to TIPS PUB 32, ANSI X3.45-1974,
or to manufacturer's specifications for further
details regarding handprinted characters.

3.8. Forms Design for Multi-Scanner Oper-
ations. Based on the current level of tech-
nology in the field of OCR. it is now possible
to design forms that can be. used on several of
the OCR readers now on the, market. In the
past, forms could not be easily designed for
common use by different scanning equipment
in a common data input system (s). Today it is
now practical to design forms to be used on
several different page readers :if certain re-
quirements are observed. These requirements
fall in three general "categories: forms mate-
ria , forms printing requirements; and, formst
forr at. t

3.8.1. Materials. OCR readers available
today operate on nearly the game range of
physical and optical paper specifications. The
differences from machine to inachine are rela-
tively minor. If certain ranges of OCR paper
characteristics and inking pia are met,
forms should be intercharigea e between dif-
ferent makes of readeri without undue. prob-

1 lem. However, this situation should be con-
tinuously monitored, since it represents a
combination of application-requirements rather
than the single set encountered iri the more
usual application..

If forms are printed on 20 to 24 lb. OCR

FIPS P 40

bond paper and meet other OCR paper require-
ments, interchangeability in various 'forms
feeders'should be achieved.

Read (black) inks will pose no interchinge-
ability problems.

Reflective (nonread) inks may present major
problems although several machines operate in
the same general pOrtion of the colgr spectrum.
A particular problem will be encountered in
using forms on machines with ' laser light
sources since the operate on a very harrow
spectral band. '

3.8.2. Printi Requirements, Inter-
changeability of 0 R forifis should be achieved
if the guidelines of section. 3.3, a observed.
Goad forms manufacturing Dractice, should be
adequate as supplied by a reputableexperience
OCR form's source.

5." 3 8 3 Forfnat. The 'guidelines of Sec-
on 3.3. ar portant in achieving any inter-

changeable rea er applications. In addition, the
special reijuir ents of specific readers must
be observed' vith regard to rearence marks,
clear areas,: line targets, and field markers.

The special requirements of each reader in
the system must be Contained in the OCRA forms
to be. interchanged.

' .
3.9. Reader Device aracteristics Sum-

mary Charts. A listing o OCR' Reader Char-
acteristics for most of the resently available
devices is -given in Appendix D.

4. )CRjorms Specification and Inspection.
A summarf of requirements that will be help-
ful to the OCR forms designer in writing pro-
curement specifications and inspecting fin-,
ished formfor acceptance is given in table 3.

The experienced f rms designer will be able
to add items fro 4ms experience to increase

, the usfulness this table to his systems
design work. '

After a form is designed, the forms designer
is ready to place an order for production of the. ,

forms with a forms Aside from
the rough draft copy of th form there are
many other facts which Taus provided to
the forms manufacturer, as shown in the table.

5. .00R Forms Design Tools.. There are
a number of aids that will 'reatly assist in
OCR form design. task And contribute to pre-
cision in the finished layout. These include: .

a. Norm Layout Paper-6 lines per inch
vertical spacing and 10 lines per inch

. horizontal spacing (see fig: 17).
b. Preprinted "art" or "Vesi" 'type layout

copy aidsconstraint boxes, hand print
numbers, ete., which can be cut and
pasted oft .graph paper during layout or
used by raftsman for copy for printer.

a.)

313 4
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FIGURE 27. Handprinted character guidelines (from XS-45-1974).4
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FIGURE 28. Han. dpriptcd-character guidelineset:L=7(c (Industry Standard).

c. Coiriparator (for accurate location of de-
'sign tolerances)--r-6X or 12X units are
available from a 'number Of reputable
suppliers equipped with all necessary
scales to measure 1/," length with 0.005"
units and angular 'deviation -within 1°.
Reticles are available for OCR-A, and
OCR-B 'character sets (see appendix C).
Form 'Design Rulers (which simplify'
most of the actual drafting measurements

d.

utilized in laying out a form) fsee ap-
'pendix Cr.

e. Transparent grid sheets (6. lines in,verti- -
cal and 10 lines per inch)

f. Starret paper gauge'
g. comparator (for 'checking field data ,

entry quality)theie are available at
most phttographic supply,. counters or
stores (See appenix C).
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ABCDEF-G.KIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
BENEFIT DATA CHANGE

CODING SHEET

23!1- 5 6 7 8 0

a1

L

P.m SSA-1490T 12 70/

4,.4
02557 0,

JULIAN BLOCK
DATE NUMBER IMO

SSA MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITS (PART B) CODING SHEET

CONTIN RELATED
CODE TOTAL LINES WRITE YOUR NUMERALS UKE THIS REFERENCE NO.

1NTEFUODIAN
(1190, 1551, 1556)
OPP, NO (1591)

CLAIM NUMBER EMP.
REL.

PHYS.
ASSIGN

CORR
INDIC

FIGUREA9. Illustrative Bei of characters.
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Tabjp3. -OCR FORMS SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST

All categories may not apply.

1. Form name, form numbir, edition, date

2. Optical reader(s) to..be used - manufacturer,.
model, any optional features

3. Construction
-- Continuous.
-Cut Single
-Snap Apart (Unit Set)
-Tab Card Set
1-Other

4. fiuraber of parts
Which part(s) to be scanned

5.tSize
_width x length

S. P;per (dqtail for ?ach part)
-Color
:-Grade (OCR, Standard, etc.)
- Finish
--Basis Weight and Size
--Special properties

Moisture Resistant
Grease Proof.
Other

7. Inks (Detail for each part)
--Reflective Ink(s) & Color Specs.
-Read Ink - Color(s)
- Regular Ink - Co lor(s)

--.Backer Ink-Color 84-A teed Through
Requirements

8. Carbons (Detail for each part)
-Color
-Grade
-Weight
-Special 'Requirements.

Strip or Spot
Double Face
Other

9. Numbering Requirements ,

-Font (Include size) ".
,Spacing)

- -Total Numbkr of Digits
-:-Check Digits .(What Modulus Systems)
-Location on Form
-For OCR Use (Yea or No)
-Ink Color
-Printed or Crash Imprint
-Starting/Ending Number
-Special Instructions

. Other Construction Features
-Corner Cutts) Location
-Special Punching
-- Perforations) -Size & Location
-Short Carbons or Opaques
-Die Cutting
-Fastenings
-Backers
-Other

1. Form Copy
-Areas to t Read
-Location of Read Area
-Size of Read Area
-Data to be Read
Data Not to be Read
-Special Reference or Registration Marks
-Location of Reference or Registration Marks

4 -Machine Alignment Marks,(For Typewriter,
Computer Printer, etc.)

-Backer(s) (Which -Parts)
-Format,Identifiers, etc.
-Other

4

12. Special Instructions
-Explain Any Requirement Contrary to
Published Specifications for the Optical
Reader

-Other

rr
yo
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Table 3.--OCR /RMS-SPECIFICATION CHECKIST (Continued)

13. Form Usage
High Speed Prinier
Card Reader.
Imprinter
--Forms Handling Equipme nt (Burster, etc.)
Filing and Other Manual Handlirig

14, Quantity of Forms Required

15. Delivery
--Date Required (days after sample approve!)
Location
F.O.B. Point
Pre-Production Samples. Required
-- Otter

16. Packaging
--Quantity_per Package/Box

Package /Box Ideritification (Labels)
--Special Wrapping (Water Proof),

.

17. Proofs
Type (Color)
Number of 6pies
Delivery Schedule
Special Approval Instructions
Sqmple Approval Reqmts.

0

18. Reproducible Copies (for use in
user's manuals and publications)
--Description of Copy
--Quantity

-'Date Needed
--Delivery,Point/Person

A

36
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'APPENDIX A.
OCR CHARACTER SETS

ABC DEFGHIJKLM
NopqRsTuywrez.
abcd4f.hijkim-
00portuvwxyz

0123451089
=-1:/e* rra

'0 HI

OS

ALSO
6_6 ..01...,uNmoogA4)1

FIGURE Al. `OCR -AANSI X3.17 -1974 and FIPS

p

,-744,1,

PIPS "PUB 40
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. 12345:A7-89i)v,,,
BBC-

. ,..,

ABC -,: 2 G41-II,J. K L M
_,_.:

NM' etiZSIUVWXYZ
abcdefgjei-j-k lin,
n optiretuvw.xyzN

.* +,.,..../. .0001-1, , fill-. ,. , .1, t

? 1 0 <->tjl#InA
,_....1,,
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FIGURE A2.; OCR-BA NSIi.IA96975 and FIPS 12.
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0 1:23 4-51)2Z3X1111- 232W
Numercr,,su6set

4- 5 7:8-61 C D
KIL MN_OF QR,STLi VW

Alphanumeric Subset

7-4 SIELTa.ffAarCD E F Li-H7

ill I
0

0

Programming Subset

<

G-1-2-31.1-T5 Z ,D E F G- FFI 5

aUVE.17 t5

Universal Subset'-

Scald approx. 1:1
1144 :USA charuter_Repertoires.

FIGURE A3. HANDJ'RINTED CHARACTERSANSI
XL45-1974 and FlPip.
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I APPENDIX B.

GLOSSARY OF OCR FORMS TERMS,

The following glossary of terms is unique to
OCR forms. The definitions used t have been
selected to represent the usage only as it re-
lates to design and applications for OCR forms
and may well not include ssages .assigned un-
der other contexts. In Borne instances, terms
have been taken from other publications in-
cluding:

ANSI X3.17-1974, American National Stand-
ard Character Set and Print Quality for
Optical Character Recognition, OCR-A,

ANSI X3.45-1974, American Natimial Stand-
ard Character Set for Handprinting

Business Forms Glossary, International
Paper Company

The Dictionary of Paper, American Pulp and
Paper Institute (3rd Edition)

TAPPI OCR Glossary, Technical Associa-
tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry

Compilation, of Terms in Information
Sciences Technology (PB 193 346), of the
Federal Council for Science- and Tech-
nology.

..

Appreciation is expressed herewith to the
publishers of these sources for the helpful
assistance to OCR fonts technology and in-
creased understanding. of this art which is
thereby provided.

ABSTRACT' SYMBOL a graphic shape ,tor ,which
specific meaning and use may be arbitrarily defined,
i.e., HOOK, FORK, or CHAIR.

ACCURACY CONTROL CHARACTERa graphic
.shape or symbol used to .indicate dati which are'in
error, are to be disregarded,-or cannot be represented
on a particular device.

ADJACENCYtwo OCR characters printed on the
same line with character spacing reference.lines sepa-
rated by the proper space for the character set and
system.

ALIGNMENT EDGEsee Reference Edge.

ALIGNMENT MARKSprinted location indicatorg on
an OCR form used to as.lure proper alignment-

°ALPHAMERICsee Alphanumeric Character Set.

ALPHANUMERIC--seefAcianumeric Character Set.

ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTER SETa set or sub-
set of graphic shapes that contains letters, numbers,
and _usually other characters, such as punctuation
marks.

AMBIENT LIGHTgeneral level of room illumina-
tion.

° 1 Certain terms vm in a minor degree to identical term
entries of ANSI X5.12-1970 Vocabulary_ for Information'
Processing. Differences represent: fdr the greatest part, advances
in OCR applications and the present state of the art.

PIPS PUB 41

ANGSTROMone hundred millionth of a centimeter,
or ten nanometers' (used in expressing the wavelength
of light).

ANSIAmerican National Standards Institute (form-
erly the United States of America Standards Institute,
or the American Standards Association).

ASCIIAmericall National Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange, X3.4-1969; a coded character set
of 7-bit coded chara'cters used for information inter-
change ambng data processing systems, communica-
tion sgstems, and associated equipment.

AVERAGE BACKGROUND REFLECTANCEthe
'Simple arithmetic average of background reflectance
readings from at least five difference points on a
sheet, expressed as a percent of a reflectance stand-
ard.

AVERAGE EDGEan imaginary line bisecting the
irregularities of a character boundary.

4

BACK' PRINTINGmiterial placed on. the reverse
side of a form.

BACKGROUND REFLECTANCEa brightness
measurement of paper, expressed d a percent of a
reflectance standard. -

BANDthe light frequency spectrum between two
defined limits.

BAR CODEa binary coding system consisting of
vertical marks or bars and spaces.

BARIUM SIILPHATE=BaS0,a standard of reflec-
tance used to calibrate instruments for the measure-
ments of reflectance of paper or ink. Also, see MgO, or
magnesium oxide.

BASE LINE a reference line used to specify the
nominal relative- 'tiertical position of OCR characters
printed- on theltamelin

BASIS WEIGHT-:tke weigh of paper, in grams per
square meter or in lb, *of-taiiiren number of sheets in
a specified size, ix.;, 20 11)1)0'400 sheets, 17 in x 22 in.

BLEED THROUGH red tion of background ere-
flectance by material prin on the reverse side of an
OCR, form.

BLIND INKlee Refiective--Ink,

BLOCKED FIELDan.area titan OCR form deline-
ated by the graphic symbol LONG VERTICAL MARK,
preprinted or imprinted in read ink.

BRIGHTNESSa propeity of white paper measured
in terms of reflectance in the blue-xiolet band of the
spectrum.

BULK see Caliper. --.

BURST -=the separation of continuous forms into dis-
crete parts.

BAST STRENGTH=a prOperty of paper describing
its resistance to rupture.

.

CALIPER-- a property of paper describing its thick-
nests& express in thousandths of an inch, oe mils.
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CANCEL CHARACTER=CANan accuracy control,
synibol used to indicate that the data with which it is
associated are in error, or are to be disregarded.

CAPTUREsee Collect.

CZ3EMA.--Computer and Business Equipment Manu-
facturer's Association, sponsor of the X3 Committee
and X3 Subcommittees.

CENTERLINEthe vertical or horizontal axis about
which elements of a graphic shape are located.

CHARACTERa single graphic shape from the sys-
tem character set or subset, i.e., any upper or lower
case alphabetic-letter, number, special, or abstract
symbol.

CHARACTER ALIGNMENTthe vertical or hori:
zontal position of characters with respect to a given
reference line.

CHARACTER BOUNDARYthe smallest rectangle,
with sides parallel and perpendicular to the form,
reference edge, that can be constructed with sides
tangent to a given graphic shape.

CHARACTER DENSITYthe number of characters
in a line of print per unit of length.

CHARACTER ERASEan OCR graphic shape that
will delete a single character or space.

CHARACTER OUTLINEthe graphic shape estab-
lished by the stroke edges of a character (see ,Stroke
Edge).

CHARACTER OUTLINE LIXIT=COLthe mini-
mum, nominal, and maximum limit& of a given graphic'
shape, as delineated by a COL gauge.

CHARACTER PRINTERan imaging device that
prints ,a single character at a' time. See Line Printer
and Imprinter.

CHARACTER READER--Isee Optical Character
Reader.

CHARACTER READING see Optical Character
Recognition.

CHARACTER RECOGNITIONsee Optical Charac-
ter Recognition.

CHARACTER- REFERENCE LINEsee Base Line.

CHARACTER -SETg set of unique representations
or graphic shapes. Secs Alphanumeric Character Set.

CHARACTER-SET INDICATORa replica of the
data-entry charadter set to be used for a given. OCR
form.

CHARACTER SHAPEsee Graphic Shape.

CHARACTER SKEWsee Skew:

CHARACTER SPACEthe geometric area in a line
of print assigned to an individual graphic shape.

CHARACTER SPACINGthe pitch distance between
'adjacent characters.

CHARACTER-SPACING REFERENCE LINEthe
vertical reference line parallel,to the character center
line which defines horizontal spacing of characters in
'a line of print. Certain characters are offset horizon.:
tally by specified distances to enhance recognition or
esthetic appearance.

( 40
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CHARACTER STRING=alonnected or closely re-
- ..

lated set of characters entered as data (see Data
Field). . 0 .

CHARACTER STROKE WIDTHthe nominal dis-
tance between the average edgesof a character element.

CHARACTER SUBSETa. deg(iiated collection of
...-

characters selected from the total population of an
OGR system repertoire.

CIJECK CHARACTERa symbol used for the pur-
pose of performing a verification operation. (see Check
Digit).

CHECK DIGITa symbol or character derived by
formula which can be used to evaluate the validity of
a character string (see Check Character).

CLEANLINESSa measure of the absence g process
dirt in paper.

LEAR 'AREAa specified geometric space occupied
by characters to be read on an OCR form, that must
be free of printing or other markings not related to
machine reading (see Print Area).

CLEAR SPACEsee Clear Area..

CLOCK MARKsee Timing Mark.

COLLECTrecord information for entry into a data
processing system.

'COLORthe spectral reflectance of a printed image.

CONSTRAINT BOXESsee Guide Boxes.

CONTINUOUS FORM-La series of printed forms
which are provided in 'either single or multiple ply,
manufactured as a. continuous web, to permit continu-
ing form feed at a data entry device. Sue& forms are
usually separated (burst) along perforated lines prior
to machine reading.

CONTRAST -the difference in reflectance between a,
printed image and the 1,1cgroun'do upon which it is
placed.

.CONTRAST-VARIATION RATIO=CVRthe ratio Of
PCS,.../PCS.1, where PCS = Print C6ntrast Signal.

CONTROL CHARACTERsee Print Control Charac-
ter. -48`0"W'

CORNER TREATMENTthe clipping or rounding of
Worm corner in the manufacturing process. to indi-
cate the orientation of a form in a stack.

COVERAGEthe extent to which paper is inked as a
result of a half - tone' - screening process.

CUT SHEETa form which is manufactured;in in;
dividual sheets.

DATA ENTRY DEVICE---an imaging machine used
to enter data on an OCR or other form.

DATA ELEMENTa basic unit of information.

DATA FIELD -see Field.

DALIMITERsee Field Mark.

DERTH=LENGTHthe' distance bdtween the two
edges of a form at right angles to a nominal data line,
measured at the' tithe a form is ready for reading.



DIRT -IN- PAPER- -non- reflective foreign particle's em-
bedded in a paper sheet resulting from the - paper
manufacturing process.

DO-CUMENTarl OCR .form, usually read while in
motion passing through an OCR device.

DOCUMENT READERan OCR reading device
which typically scans one to 'five lines of data, in fixed
line locations on a form, at a single pass.

DOCUMENT- REFERENCE EDGEsee Reference
Edge.

4A.

DOCUMENT SCANNER=see Document Reader.

DROPOUT INKsee Reflective Ink.

EMBOSSMENTdistortion of a form surface.

END-OF-FORM MARKERa preprinted indicator on
OCR forms to advise data entry personnel to prepare
for the end of data entry space.

ERASE CHARACTERsee Character Erase.

ERROR-CONTROL CHARACTERsee Accuracy
Control Character.

U.

.
ERROR MARKINGidentification of reject or un-
reeognized characters, usually, by a mark in form
Margins.'

ERROR RATEthe percentage of total characters
processed by an ocg device that are read incorrectly.
(See Reject, Substitution).

ERROR-RECOVERY AREAan assigned area on
OCR- forms that provides opportunity to enter cor-
rected.information for -any field or line of the form.

EXTRANEOUS INKundesirable non-reflective ink
or other materials on an OCR form.

FELT SIDEthe top side of paper sheets in the man-
ufacturing process, as opposed to the bottom or wire
side (see Wire Side).

FIELD any _group of characters defined as 'a unit of
information.

FIELD BOUNDARYthe smallest rectangle, with
sides parallel and perpendiculk to a reference edge,
which will contain all of the characters in a data field.

illiELD DELIMITERsee Delimiter.

FIELD LENGTHthe phyaicalextent of a field.

FIELD MARKa mark or symbol printed in read
ink used to identify field boundaries.

".
FIELD-PREPARED FORMa data entry form pre-
pared at multiple points,for OCR reading at ones or
more central locations.

FIELD - SEPARATOR MARKsee Mark.

FILEa, collection Of related records treated as a
unit. .

. .
FIPS FEDERAL INFORMATION -, PROCESSING ,

STANDARDS pUblipations issued by the Nrationar
Bureau of Standards specifying -protocol and pro-
cedures to be followed in various areal ofoinformation
processing practice in, the -U.S. Federal'Goyernment.

FIXED DATAtransaction information common to 'a
continuing series of events,.i.e., sender 'identification,.
location, etc. (see itria,ble Data).

.

Iw
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FLAREa situation wherein increscent whiteners in
OCR paper forms confuse the light detecting element.

FLUORESCENCE--the phenomenon aterial ab-
sorbing light in ultra violet specte ns and re-
emitting, light energy at a differen ave length,
including visual spectrum regions. Optical brighteners
added to paper enhance the apparent whiteness or
brightness through this phenomenon.

FLYING-SPOT SCANNERan electronic component
employing a- moving beam of light to sample desig--
tutted areas of OCR forms, with the intensity of the
transmitted or reflected light being measured by a
photoelectric element.

FONTsee Alphanumeric,Character Set.

FONT -INDICATOR.see Character Set Indicator.

FORMdocuments, pages, or journal tapes used for
OCR data entry.'

aekoFRAMINGa printing problem associated with chain
printers, which results in an individual character
impression surrounded with a rectangular shaedow,
produced by the printing ribbon.

FREE FORMa data-entry form in which data ap-
pear in variable, length fields without the use of pre-
printed symbols or guides.

FREEVORMATTEDsee Fre

FULL MATRIX SCANa scanning. method wherein
light reflected from a graphic shape is projected upon
a rectangular grid of photoelectric elements.

GLOSSL--ahigh reflectance surfaap condition. 4.

GRAPHIC SHAPEthe physical image used to repre-
sent a character or symbol: .

GRAIN, DIRECTION---the flow direction of paper in
its manufacturing process. .

-

GRIDtwo mutually orthogonal sets of parallel lines
used for:. measuring or specifying character images.

GROUP ERASEan OCR graphic shape used to de-
lete a group or string. of three or more chriractere..

GUIDE BOXESpreprinted,' reflictive ink patterns
used ,to control placement of handprinted characters
on OCR forms.

HANDPRINT manually formed graphic shapes used
for OCR data entry.

HANDPRINT BOXESguides used to control' entry
of handprinted characters.

HARD COPYa machine printed copy of system out-
put., , '
HORIZONTAL-REFERENCE EDGEsee Reference
Edge.

IMAGEthe outline configuration of a graphic shape.

-Ifl'AGE DEGRADATIONdistortion, or degeneration
o 0C124 characters resulting from carbon splatter,
bleeding, or similar cgaraCter generation problems.

IMAGE
1%

SPACINGsee Character Spacing.
. 1 ,

IMAGINGany jnethod of entering information on an
OCttiorm, through' the creation of. optical contrast.

41
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IMAGING DEVICEany,equipment used to produce
an image.

IMPRINTERany device for enterting information
on a form, usually in parallel entry, as i aprinting
process.

INCIDENT LIGHTlight falling upon a surface.

INFINITE -PAD METHODthe measurement of re-
flectance of a paper sheet such that doubling the
number of backing sheets of the same stock will not
change the measured reflectance.

INFORMATIONuseful .material of interest (see
Data Element).

INFRARED RESPONSEa type of optical system
used in some OCR devices, which operates in the red-
infrared rerion of the frequency spectrum.

INKany materiarproviding optical contrast to a
- paper form for the purpose of recording information

or data.

JOURNAL TAPEan OCR data entry form con-
, sisting of an imprinted paper ribbon of fixed width

but indeterminate- length.

JOURNAL-TAPE DEVICEme Journal Tape Reader.

JOURNAL-TAPE READERan OCR reading device
which accepts journal tape rolls as input media.

LEADING EDGEthe forward edge of an OCR form
as it is /transported through an OCR device (see
Reference Edge).

LE NGT11= DE PT Hsee Depth.

LIGHT $TABILITYresistance to change in color of
an image or its paper substrate when exposed .to
radiant e ergy.

LINE B UNDARYthe smallest rectangle, with
sides par lel and perpendicular to the reference edge,
which con ins all characters of a line6of print., .,

LINE PRNTERa imaging device that prints all
characters ' f a line i aunit.

LINE SE RATIONthe vertical tistance betweel
the upper 1 ne boundary of a line of .print and the
louver line under), for the line immediately above.

LINE SPACING the vertical distance between. the
average baseline of one line and the average baseline
of the -next line.

LINE TARGET see Reference Mark.

LINE-UP MARKSpreprinted indicators used for
line and character alignment of an OCR form in a
data entry device.

LINE SKEWthe angular displacement of a line in
relation to its intended position.

LINE SPACINGthe distance between the average
baseline of one line and the average baseline of the
next.

LOtIGthe electronic components of an optical
character recognition device wherein scan signals (ana-
logues) are converted into corresponding machine
language signals.

LONG-VERTICAL
shape used Usually
Mark).'

MARK=LVMan OCR graphic
as a field delimiter (see Field

MACHINE CYCLEthe elapsed time required to
execute one complete operation sequence.

MACHINE READABLEcharacter shapes or sym-
bols of a set which can be read or sensed by an OCR
device.

MAGNESIUM OXIDE=Mg0a standard of reflec-
tance used to calibrate instruments for measuring the
whiteness,,or reflectance of paper; now superseded by
barium sulphate (BaSO4). (Also, see Barium Sul-
phate).

MAGNETIC-INK CHARACTER RECOGNITION=
MICRmachine reading of characters printed in mag-
netic and in the E-13-B character set shapes.

MARGIN the reserved area adjoining each edge of
an OCR form.

MARK READINGoptical machine reading of marks,
usually vertical bars, which have been manually en-
tered on a form.

MARK SENSING the detection of manually recorded
conductive marks on non-conductive substrates or sur-
faces, using weak electrical currents.

MARKING POSITION -,an area designated for the
entry of hand-entered mark' information -m_a mark
read-form; also called a Response Position.

MATTEa low reflectance surfallo'conditiOn.

MEAN - CHARACTER graphic shape
whose electrical (analogue) representation as an. out-
put from scanning element?, matches a, stored. repre.
sentation for that character.

MECHANICAL-DISK ScANNERa scanning sys-
tem embodying a rotating, Slotted disk and a fixed,
slotted aperture.

MID-FORM ALIGNMENT MARKsee Alignment
Mark.

MOISTURE CONTENTthe water content of paper,
expressed as a percent.

MOISTURE- RESISTANT PAPERa category of
OCR paper developed to meet unusual ambient or
climatic conditions, such as census forms or !toter
reading forms.

MULTIFONTa reading machine capability of recog-
nizing characters printed in more than one type font
or character set. . *

MULTIPART FORMa set of like forms fastened to-
gether, one atop another by one of several conven-
tional techniques, for the purpose of -Axlucing dupli-
cate copies from a single data entry impression.

RISE non- information carrying variations of one or
more characteristics of any entity.

N..
NOMINAL-DATA LINEa reference line across an
OCR form' which is the intended locus of characters
in a line of print (see Base Line).

NOMINAL-STROKE WIDTH the ideal or specified
width of a character stoke.

NON:AAD AREASp of an OCR form, used
to enter information whic ot to be machine read.

NON-READ INFORMATIONinformatrer on an OCR
form that will not be machine read.

c
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NON-READ INKsee Reflective Ink.

NON-REFLECTIVE INKsee Read

NON-SCAN INKsee.. Reflective ink.

NUMERICa graphic shape representing one of the
10 numericalikaracters 0 through 9.

OCR DATA-ENTRY FORMa business form de-
signed for use in OCR data entry.

OCR, TY.PEWR4E-Ra data entry device used to
enter printed OCR characters.

OPACITYthe property of paper which minimizes
transmission of light.

OPTICAL' BRIGHTEVERS-L-see Fluorescence.

OPTICAL-CHARACTER READERan information
processing device which senses graphic shapes on
paper, film, or other media, and converts them into
machine language signals.

'OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION=OCRthe
process of converting data from humanly visible form
to machine language signals.

OPTICAL-PAGE READERsee Page Realler.

OPTICAL READERsee Optical Character Reader:-

OPTICAL SCANNER see Optical Character Reader.

PAGE RE ADEItt-an optical charactOr reading device
which scans multiple lines of data during a single pass
of a page form through the device. fC
PAPER GRAINsee Grain Direction.

PAPER REFLECTANCEsee Reflectance.

PAPER SMOOTHSESSsee Smoothness.

PHOTODETECTORSpght sensitive elements of an
OCR device used to receive reflected 'light from typed
or bandprinted characters, and output electrical ana-
logue signals.

PICAa type size of 10 characters per inch of print
line.

PITCHthe nominal character density of characters
rr in a print line expressed in characters per inch.

POROSITYthe property of paper which permits or
resists the passage of air through a paper sheet.

PRE-PRINTED DATAthe entry of specified ,recur-
-ring or fixed information on an OCR format the time
ofntinufacture.

PRINT AREAthat portion of an OCR form In
which printed characters may be placed for machine
sensing (see Clear Area).

PRINTCONTROL CHARACTERa_ graphic _shape__
-used -to- designate -certain micliiifepiinting operations,
i.e., line space, carriage return, etc,

PRINT-CONTRAST RATiorisee Print Contrast Sig-
nal.

PRINT-CONTRAST SIGNAL=PCSa measure- of
Contrast between a -printed character, and its paper
substrate, defined by PCS,=(1t.-14)/Rir.

a

a
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PRINT QUALITYthe physical condition of imprint;
ed graphic. shapes and their surrounding, areas.

PRINTED IMAGEsee Image.

PRINTING AREAsee Print Area.

READ AR411-see Print Area.

READ INKany markings to which, an OCR device is
sensitive.

READmechanical interpretation of printed charac-
ters or marks (see Scan),

RECOGNITION LOGICsee Logic.

RECORDan organized set of related data elements.

REFERENCE_
which is used
character line
scanning.

REFERENCE
OCR used as a
device.

EDGEthat edge of an OCR form
for alignment so that the printed

will be parallel e the direction of

MARKa preprinted indicator on an
base location point by an OCR reading

REFLECTIVE INKcolor not sensed by an OCR de-
vice but visible to the human eye.

REFLECTANCE=Rthe measuted level of light
energy reflecte4 -by a paper substrate, or imprinted
characters thereon, expressed in percent of a standard
reference materiaL

REGISTRATION--correct geometric ,positioning of
the several, plies in a multi-part form. .

REJECTa character or mark which has been scanned
but not reco

REJECT RA the eautober of rejects per given
number of chars rs read expressed in percent.

REPERTOIREall 'of the characters and graphic
shapes used in an OCR imaging device or reading
system.

SCANa search for data or information to be recog-
nized.

SCAN AREAsee Print Area,

SCAN BANDan area acro
searched by OCR device

;SCAN 'INKtie. Read

SCANNE1t see Optical Charade r Reader.

SCAN SPEEDthe rate at which an OCR device c,an
search for information.

SHELF LIFEthe storage period which OCR forms
can safely endure prior to applicationiise.

SHOW-THROUGHsee Bleed Through.

SKEWthe angular displacement of a line or graphic
shape irom_itz-intanded--positionr
SKEW
ment

TOLERANCEthe allowable angular displace-

SMOOTHNESSa measure of surface roughness of
a paper sheet.. .

1-

fgrni which
sttoke or pass.

SOURCE-DALENTRY DEVICEany .device used
to enter data on a form at the point of original trans-

, action or event.

"°,111
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SOURCE DOCUMEN original forms from which
information input fork data entry system is de-
rived.

SMUDGESdirty streaita;or smears that may con,
fuse an OCR device, salited from slippage in a data
entry device, milipandling of an OCR form, careless
storage, bleeding, etc.

SPACEa graphic shape which is a completely blank
area. .

PSPACINGsee Character Spacing.

SPECTRAL RESPONSEvariation in sensitivity of
a scanning device to light energy of different wave-
lengths.

SPECIAL SYMBOLsee Abstract Symbol.
SPOTSareas outside the Charactey Outline Limit
(COL) which are contrasting with the background.
STACKERa portion of an OCR device used for the
accumulation` of processed docud&ents.

STIFFNESSa measure of the rigidity of paper.
STRIP FORMsee Continuous Form.
STROKEa straight or curved line-segment used in
the it onstruction of a graphic shape.
STROKE ANALYSISa technique of recognition in
which the strokes of'a character shape are considered
to be uniquely descriptive of the character.

STROKE-AVERAGE WIDTHthe mean of actual
stroke widths taken at points along the length .of a
stroke.

STROKE CENTERLINEa line midway between the
two stroke edges of a graphic shape.
STROKE

TEDGEthe boOndary between a graphic
shape and its substrate (see Character Outline).
STROKE WIDTHsee CharacteF Stroke Width.
SUBSTITUTIONa character or 'nark tiat is incor-
rectly recognized as another character or mark in the
output machine signal.

SUBSTITUTION RATEthe number of, substitutions
per given number of characters yd expressed as a
percent.

TAB-STOP SETTINGS:indicators printed in the top
margin of an OCR form to indicate points of entry for
succeeding lines of tabular or common item delta
entries.

TEAR STRENGTHa property of paper. expressing its
resistance to edge rupture.

4149

TENSILE STRENGTHa property of pager expre-
ssing its tensile load bearing capability.

TEST GAUGEa device suitable for use, as a quality"
control tool. .

THICKNESSsee Caliper.

TIMING MARKa printed indicator along the edge
of a mark-read form used to synchronize form position
with machine-scan cycles.

THROUGHPUTthe rate at which OCR forms can be
processed.

4 .
TRANSPORTthe mechanical component of an opti-
cal' character device used to transport forms through
the device, from input to output.hoppers.

TURNAROUND FORMan OCR form produced by
an information processing system intended for future
re-entry, possibly with added data.

TYPING LINEthe locus of characters placed on a
data entry line (see Base Line).

ULTRAVIOLET RESPONSEan OCR scanning sys-,
tem which reacts to light in the extreme blue region
of the visual color spectrum.

UNIT SETa formWhich is provided with a multi -ply
assembly attached by one or more edges to assure
registration of plies during data entry. Such forms are
single units as contrasted to continuOus forms. '

.
VARIABLE DATAinformation unique to an original'
transaction or event (see Fixed. Data).

VERTICAL BAR,see Long Vertical Mark.
°

VERTICAL-FIELD SEPARATORsee Long Vestical
Mark.

VISIBLE RESPONSEan OCR scanning system which
reacts to a wide band of the Visual color spectrum.,

VOCABULARY-see Repertoire.

VOIDthe inadvertent absehce of ink within a charai-
ter outline.

WAX-PICK TESTa measure of ' the surface proper-
ties of'a paper sheet.

WIDTHthe digtance between the two edges of an
OCR form, mealtired along a nominal data line as
the form is fed to a reading machine.

4,,

WIRE SIDE,the side of a paper *sheet next to the
wire carrier in the manufacturing process; opposite
from the felt side (see Felt Side).

_ 44
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(RETICLES USED TO SHOW
CHARACTER OUTLINES)

4k
0.3" x.0.4" rectangle, 0.025"
squares; horizontal scale
graduated 0.005".

Millimeter
radius scale.
Quarter circle
:Tine each 0.5 mm.
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FIGURE C5. Optical Comparator.

Nine circles, frora
to 3 mm
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Characteristics
' Type of Reader

(Page Document, etc.)

ADDRESSOGRAPH 9600 OPTICAL
CODE READER

CONTROL DATA CORP, 915 PAGE W NTROL DATA CORP. 935
READER DOCUMENT READER ,

' READS CHARACTERS NO YES YES.
READS MARKS NO MARK SENSE CIRCLES YES
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD FIVE PHOTOCELLS PARALLEL PHOTOCELLS 'VERTICAL PHOTOCELLS'
*RECOGNITION METHOD MATRIX MATCHING CHARACTER ANALYSIS BY MATRIX MATCHING, CHARACTER

PHOTOCELL ANALYSIS. BY PHOTOCELL
FONTS READ A.M. FIVE LEVEL BINARY CODE 915 VERSION OF1.1SASCSOCR 915 VERSION OF USASCSOCR, IBM

USASI 1428, 1428E, 4P7-1, SELFCHEK
7B & 12F

CHARACTER SETS CODE BAR ALPHANUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS ALPHANUMBERIC PLUS SYMBOLS
, . ALPHANUMERIC UPPER CASE

ONLY
MAXIMUM READING SPEED 120-230 370 750-A, 525-C

(Characters per second)
MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS 10 APPROX. 180 LIKES /MIN. 150 TO 1500 DEPENDENT ON

(per minute) DOCUMENT SIZE
EBEirrECHANISM CONY. TAB FEED VACUUM VACUUM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type) N.A. CONVEYER BELT - TJIREE OUTPUT STACKERS
SORTING MECHANISM ONE .STACKER DUAL OUTPUT STACKER`
OUTPUT MEDIA' PUNCHED CARDS OR PAPER DATA TO COMPUTER, PUNCHED DATA TO COMPUTER, PUNCHED

TAPE CARD, PUNCHED -PAPER TAPE CARD, PUNCHED PAPER TAPE
. OR MAGNETIC TAPE OR MAGNETIC TAPE

en OPERATING CONTROLS0 OFF LINE ON LINE WITH CDC 3000,- 6000
and 8000 SERIES COMPUTERS

OFF LINE CDC 1700, ON-LINE
CDC 1700

ERROR CORRECTION MACHINE STOPS, MANUAL CHARACTER DISPLAY, MARKS
ROUTINES CORRECTION DOCUMENTS, RESCAN,FEATURE,

MANUAL CORRECTION
MACHINE FLEXIBILITY READS SELECTIVE FIELDS READS SELECTIVE FIELDS URDER READS -SELECTIVE FIELDS

COMPUTER PROGRAM CONTROL
SPECIAL FEATURES READS MARK SENSE CIRCLES BATCH LISTER CONTROL

(HAND FILLED) MARK SENSE
READS MARK SENSE DOCUMENTS

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS ' CREDIT CHARGING, _PETROLEUM, UPDATING OF FILES,
. RETAIL, HOSPITALS SUBSCRIPTIONS,. ADDRESSES,

STATUS CHANGES

TRAVEL TICKETS & TURN
AROUND -DOCUMENTS

..
DOCUMENT SIZE; STANDARD 51 OR 80 COLUMN 4 x 2-1/2 to 12 x 14 3 x 2-1/4 to 5-1/2 x 8-1/2

tGUIbE EDGES
TAB CARD

BOTTOM EDGE DEPENDENT ON DOCUMENT BOTTOM OF CARD
ORIENTATION'

MARGINS 1/4" FROM ALL EDGES 1/2" 1/4"
MAXIMUM CHARACTERS -6)3 110 80

"TOLERANCE
PER LINE

BETWEEN TEN CHARACTERS PER INCH
.165"

..165".

LINES
(Fixed Spacing) 6Itf=LM (inch) 154_ to 10d# 4 (Size A) 3 (Size C)

-PAPER WEIGHT (ranged)_ 100# TAB CARD STOCK PAitALLEL TO FEED 20# to 125*
GRAIN DIRECTION - PARALLEL TO FEED

IMPRINT

SPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,
Ultraviolet, etc.) 7/METHOD IMPRINTER. TYPEWRITER, PENCIL (MARK TYPEWRITER, HIGH SPEED

SENSE) SKINPRINTER,' PENCIL (MARK

The information provided In this appendix was primarily obtained from producers' documents. This appendix is only !Pleaded
to'be i Rive and instructive in state-oftbe-art teenswoggle., and not to be is eopplitvalusSioa of any specific product.
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Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)

A' AA AAA,

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD

RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ

CHARACTER SETS

MAXIMUM READING SPEED
(Characters per second)

MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS
(per minute)

FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA

.

* OPERATING CONTROLS
ERROR CORRECTION
. ROUTINES

MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS I. .

DOCUMENT SIZE
GUIDE EDGES
MARGINS

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS
PER LINE

TOLERANCE BETWEEN
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inch)
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges) ,40
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.)
IMPRINT METHOD _

r

CUMMINS-CHICAGO ODPS 216

NO
YES

PHOTOCELL

A.M. FIVE LEVEL BINARY CODE,
BINARY ONE CODE &
PERFORATED CODES

BAR & SPECINICODE

PUNCHED PAPER TAPE
MAGNETIC TAPE

OFF LINE

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS

4*

TURN AROUND DOCUMENTS,
INVOICES, PAYMENT COUPONS,
BANKING ,

4-1/4"x 24/4 to 8-3/4 x 4

82

24# to I00#

HIGH SPEED PRINTER, IMPRINTER WRITER
OR CUMMINS PERFORATORS

FARRINGTON 2030 PAGE READER FARRINGTON 3010 DOCUMENT
READER

YES
YES
NO

SCANNING DISK, MECHANICAL
DISK
STROKE ANALYSIS

USASCSOCR, SELECHEK 12F, 12L

SCANNING DISC

USASCSOCR, SELFCHEK 12F & 12L
& 7B, IBM 1428' '

ALPHANUMBERIC PrUS SYMBOLS ALPHANUMERIC, PLUS SYMBOLS
.400

,150-400 LINES/MIN.

DRIVE ROLLERS 4"'

DUAL OUTPUT STACKERS
PUNCHED CARD, PUNCHED PAPER

TAPE, MAGNETIC TAPE

OFF LINE
REKAN FEATURE, CHARACTER
DISPLAY, MARKS DOCUMENT,

KEYBOARD INSERTION
FORMAT 'CONTROL BY

PLUGBOARD, READS SELECTIVE
FIELDS

UNDERSCORE FEATURE PERMITS
ENCODING OF UPPER & LOWER

*CASE CHARACTER IN OUTPUT
RECORD-0

UPDATING OF FILES,
SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADDRESSES,
STATUS CHANGES,

4-1/2 x 5-5/8 to 8-1/2 x 13-1/2 .

LEFT & RIGHT EDGE
3/4" FROM TOP;1/2" FROM-RIGHT

AND LEFTADGE, 1".FROM
Borrow-44w

75 ,
.015"

6
20# to 28#

4:5T4P-.A.,k..11.

330

440

FRICTION
DRIVE BELT
THREE OUTPUT STACKERS
DATA TO COMPUTER: PUNCHED

CARDS, PUNCHED PAPER TAPE,
MAGNETIC TAPE

ON OR OFF LINE

FORMAT CONTROL BY
PLUGBOARD, READS SELECTIVE
FIELDS

BATCH .HEADER, MARK SENSE
HEAD & LIST PRINTER
OPTIONAL

TURN AROUND DOCUMENTS,
BILLING, SALES RECEIPTS,
INVENTORY

2 x 241/4 to 6 x 8-1/2
BOTTOM EDGE
'SAMPLES SHOULD BE SENT TO

FARRINGTON

6-
24# to 125#
PARALLEL TO FEED

HIGH SPEED PRINTER,. PENCIL
(MARK 'READ)*

2I

57'.

s
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Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)
FARRINGTON 3020/3022 CARD

READER PUNCH
READS CHARACTERS YES
READS MARKS MARK GUIDE CIRCLES
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR' (Optically)
SCAN METHOD

RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ

CHARACTER SETS

MAXIMUM READING SPEED
(Characters per second)

MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS
(per minute)

FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT ,(type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIk

OPERATING' CONTROLS

° cm ERROR CORRECTION
t° , ROUTINES

MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL 'FEATURES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE44.

teUIDEXDGES
MARGIWS

58

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS
PER LINE

TOLERANCE BETWEEN .015"
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inch) 6
PAPER WEIGHT (rabges) 100#
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviblet, etc.)
IMPRINT METHOD IMPRINTER, TYPEWRITER, HIGH - TYPEWRITER'

SPEED PRINTER PENCIL (MARK
READ)

SCANNING DISC, MECHANICAL
DISC

STROKE ANALYSIS
USASCSOCR, SELFCHEK 12F, 12L

& 7B, IBM 1428 & 1428E
ALPHANUMERIC, NUMERIC PLUS

E&P
600

550

FRICTION
DRIVE BELT
DUAL OUTPUT STACKERS
PUNCHED CARDS

OFF LINE

DATA FIELD CK DIGIT:
AUTOMATIC INSERTION OF
CHARACTER: PUNCH CHECK

FORMAT CONTROL BY
PLUGBOARD, LIMITED
SELECTIVITY

BATCH HEADER; SERIAL &
SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING,
READS REVERSE IMAGES

CREDIT CHARGING, PETROLEUM,
RETAIL, HOSPITALS.

STANDARD 51 OR 80 'COLUMN
TAB CARD

BOTTOM bF CARD
.050" FROM TOP AND FrOTTOM,

.2501" FROM RIGHT AND LEFT
EDGE' -,

.-65

TAB CARD STOCK

FARRINGTON 3030 PAGE READER

YES
MARK GUIDE CIRCLES

SCANNING DISC, MECHANICAL
DISC _

,STROKE ANALYSIS
USASCSOCR, SELFCHEK 12F & 12L

ALPHANUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS

400

150400 LINES/MIN.

VACUUM
DRIVE ROLLERS
DUAL OUTPUT STACKERS
COMPUTER, PUNCHED CARDS,

PUNCHED PAPER .TAPES,
MAGNETIC TAPE

ON LINE WITH DMI620
e COMPUTER

RESCAN FEATURE, CHARACTER
' DISPLAY, MARKS DOCUMENTS,

KEYBOARD INSERTION
READS SELECTIVE FIELDS,

FORMATTING & EDITING
FACILITIES PROVIDED.

READS MARK SENSE,
ACCUMULATES TOTALS,
FORMATTING & EDITING

UPDATING OP FILES,
SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADDRESSES,
STATUS CHANGES

4-1/2 x 5-5/8 to 8-1/2 x 13-1/2

-LEFT AND RIGHT EDGE
3/4" FROM TOP, 1/2" FROM RIGHT

AND LEFT EDGE, 1" FROM
BOTTOM

75.

.015"

6
20# to 28#

FARRINGTON 3040 TAPE READER

YES
NO

FLYING SPOT

STROKE ANALYSIS
USASCSOCR, SELFCHEK 12F, 12L

IBM 1428 & NCR NOF
NUMERIC PLUS ALPHA CONTROL

SYMBOLS .
CAI

4400 LINES/MIR.

JOURNAL REELS
DRIVE ROLLERS .

DATA TO, COMPUTER MAGNETIC
TAPE

ON OR OFF LINE

RESCAN FEATURE; CHARACTER
DISPLAY, MAMA TAPES, .

KEYBOARD INSERTION
FORMAT CONTROL BY

PLUGBOARD OR EXTERNAL
COMPUTER PROGRAM

JOURNAL TAPE HEADER ENTRY,
MAGNETIC TAPE LABEL ENTRY

REGISTER SALES tk INVENTORY

STANDARD JOURNAL TAPES
1.31 to 3-1/4 ,

32

'8
STANDARD JOURNAL TPES',

c

CASH REGISTER ADDING
MACHINE, ETC.

,

VI/
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Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS
READS BAR ODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD
RECOGNITION METHOD

FONTS READ

CHARACTER SETS
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

(Characters' per second)
MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS

(per minute)
FEED MECHANISM
-PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA

OPERATING CONTROLS

ERROR CORRECTION
ROUTINES

MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

.
DOCUMENT SIZE

GUIDE EDGES
MARGINS

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS 50
PER LINE

TOLERANCE BgTWEEN
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inch) 6
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges) 20# to 100#
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM' (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.)

IMPRINT METHOD HIGH SPEED PRINTER

G.E. DRD 200 BAR FONT READER

YES
YES

PHOTOCELL
BAR SPACING ANALYSIS

G.E. Cut.,-5" Alktt 14ONT

NUMERIC
2400

1200

BELT
VACUUM

MULTI - STACKER.
DATA TO COMPUTERS PUNCHED

CARDS OR TAPES
MAGNETIC TAPE

. ON OR OFF LINE .WITH ANY
COMPUTER

NO RESCAN FEATURE, INDICATES
ERRORS

NO FORMAT CONTROL- READS SELECTIVE
LIMITED FIELD SELECTIVITY

READS BAR CODE & MARK SENSE
DOCUMENTS

BANKING, PAYMENT COUPONS,
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

2-1/2 .x3=1/2, to 3-3/4 x 9

BOTTOM EDGE

HEWLETT-PACKARD 2760 & 2761
TAB CARD READER

No
Yes

IBM 1230, 1231 & 1232 PAGE READER.

NO
YES

PHOTOCELL PHOTOCELL

MARK READING AND HOLLERITH MA& READING ONLY
PUNCHING

JIATA TRANSMISSION

OFF LINE

60
4

FIELDS

INVENTORY, ORDER ENTRY,
BILLING, METER READING,,

STANDAYVVIIOR COLUMN TAB
CARD :"

80

100# TAB C RD STOCK

NONE

1230 *- SCORE PRINTED ON FORM
1231 , DATA TO COMPUTER
1230 - PUNCHED CARDS

1230 - OFF LINE
1231 - ON LINE
1232 - OFF LINE

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS

READS PUNCHED HOLLERITH
CODE -'

SCHOOL GRADING, INVENTORY?
,SALES & STATUS REPORTING

8-1/2 at 11

1000 TOTAL RESPONSE POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

S

. 10
20# to 24#, but cal. .0045 to .0050

TYPEWRITER (MARK READ PENCIL (MARK ,READ ONLY)
-ONLY), HIGH SPEED PRINTER, HIGH *PEED PRINTER
PENCIL

HIGH



4
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Characteristics

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR Optically)
SCAN METHOD
RECOGNITION MTHOD

FONTS READ

CHARACTER t SETS
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

(Characters per second)
MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS

(per °minute)
FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA
OPERATING CONTROLS
ERROR CORRECTION

ROUTINES

Crl MACHINE -FLEXIBILITY

' SPECIAL FEATURES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

4
DOCUMENT 'SIZE

GUIDE EDGES

MARGINS

MAXIMUM 'CHARACTERSer PER LINE
TOLERACHARACTENCE

RS
BETWEEN

MAXIMUM LINES (inch)
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges)
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet,- etc.)
IMPRINT METHOD

11,

Type of Reader
(Pt", Document, etc.)

IBM 1282 CARD READER PUNCH IBM 1285 JOURNAL TAPE.READER IBM' 1287 DOCUMENT READER--
YES '"' .r.. . YES

. ..
YES

it,

YES NO . YES
.

MECHANICAL DISC
ST1tOKE ANALYSIS

IBM. 1428 & '1428E, SELFCHEK 7B

NUMERIC
7

.-st
200

FRICTION
CLUTCH
SINGLE STACKER
PUNCHED CARDS
OFF LINE
RESCANS; SELF CHECK DIGITS

& AUTOMATIC INSERTION OF
CORRECT CHARACTER .

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS

READS MARK SENSE DOCUMENTS
AND REVERSE IMAGES

.

CREDIT CHARGING,--PETROLEUM,
RETAIL, .HOSPITALS

STANDARD 51 OR 80_ COLUMN TAB
CARD .

LEFT AND RIGHT EDGE

DEPENDS ON FONT, DOCUMENT
SIZE, AND FORMAT
ORIENTATION

32

1428 - .010", 1428E & 7B - .105"

1
6
00* TAB CARD STOCK

PARALLEL TO FEED

IMPRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PENCIL
(MARK READ)

FLYING SPOT
CURVE TRACING & STROKE

ANALYSIS
IBM 1428, NATIONAL CASH

REGISTER NOF .

NUMERIC
540

2200 LINES PER MIN.

VACUUM
BELT

COMPUTER
ON LINE
RESCANS, MARKS DOCUMENTS,

CHARACTER DISPLAY &
KEYBOARD ENTRY*.

FORMAT CONTROL BY COMPUTER,
LIMITED FIELD SELECTIVITY

REGISTER' SALES & INVENTORY

STANDARD JOURNAL TAPES 1.81
TO 8 -1/4

RIGHT EDGE

.100"iFROM 'RIGHT EDGE

.110" FROM LEFT EDGE-

32

.014"-

6
15# TO.0*, CAL. 0025"-.0045"

CASH REGISTER, ADDING'
MACHINE, ETC., ,

FLYING SPOTSPOT
CURVE .ZRACING & STROKE

ANALYSIS
IBM 1428, 1428E; SELF CHECK 7B,

12L, 12F; USASI; HANDPRINTED
3/16" GOTHIC

AL.PHANUMERIC i
2000 t/
3200` LINES PER MIN. -t

VACUUM
BELT
THREE STACKERS
COMPUTER -

ON LINE WITH IBM 36G SERIES;
RESCANS, MARKS DOCUMENTS,

CUARACTER DISPLAY
KEYBOARD ENTRY

FORMAT CONTROL BY COMPUTER,
READS SELECTIVE FIELDS

READS MARK SENSE DOCUMENTS
AND HAND PRINTED DIGITS
0-9 & 5 ALPHA SYMBOLS, SERIAL
NUMBERING ,

SALES RECEIPTS, TURN AROUND
DOCUMENTS, INVENTORY,
BILLING

2.25 x 3.00 TO 5.91 x 9.00

BOTTOM OR RIGHT EDGE
DEPENDENT ON ORIENTATIO

1/8" FROM ALL EDGES WITHIN
WINDOW SIZE 4.25" x 6.00",

85

044. "

20# TO 100*

IMPRINTER, HIGH SP
PRINTER, TYPEWR
HANDPEINTING, C
REGISTER

D



Characteristics
Type of Relider

(Page, DOcument, etc.)

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD

RECOGNITION ,METHOD

FONTS READ

CHARACTER SETS
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

(Characters per second)
MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS

(per minute)
FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA
OPERATING, CONTROLS

ERROR CORRECTION
ROUTINES

MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATVRES t.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE
GUIDE EDGES

MARGINS

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS
PER LINE

TOLERANCE BETWEEN,
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inc,h)
PAPER WEIGHT (rapge'$)-

GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.)"
IMPRINT METHOD

64.

IBM 1288 PAGE READER
YES
YES

FLYING SPOT

CURVE TRACING & STROKE
ANALYSIS -

USASIA, HIANDPkINTED, 3/16"
GOTHIC, USASCSOCR
HANDPRINTING

ALPHANUMERIC
100044ACH.) 300 (HAND)

DEPENDENT* 14 FONT STYLE
READ AND HER FACTORS

BELT
DUAL STACKERS
COMPUTER

IBM 1418 DOCUMiNT READER.
YES
YES

MECHANICAL

MATRIX. MATCHIN

IBM 407-1; IBM 407E-

NUMERIC
500

420

IBM 1428 DOCUMENT READER
YES \-
YES

SCMJING DISC, MECHANICAL

MATRIX MATCHING

IBM 1428

LIIIANUMERIC (PLUS SY/21BOLS).
poo

400

FRICTION FRICTION/ ----\
VACUUM DRUM - BELT ..

VACUUM DRUM - BELT
MULTI. STACKER MULTI-STACKER
COMPUTER DATA-TO COMPUTE

ON LINE WM{ IBM 360 SERIES ON LINt WI'T'H IBM 1400 AND 360 ON LINE TO I 00 SERIES &
SERIES 360 SERIES COMPUTERS.RESCANS, CHARACTER DISPLAY \ RESCANS, CHARACTER DISPLAY, RESCANS
KEYBOARD ENTRY

4. FORMAT CONTROL BY COMPUTER, FORMAT CONTROL BY COMPUTER,
READS SELECTIVE FIELDS READS' SELECTIVE FIELDS -

READS MARK SENSE, DOCS & READS MARK_ SENSE DOCUMENTS
HAND PRINTED DIGITS 0-9 -I- C,, AND REVERSE IMAGES

'',1 Z, T,.S, X. SERIAL NUMBERING .
OF PAGES: , 'l

SALE & INVENTORY REPORTING TURN AROUND DOCUMENTS;
UPDATING FILES BILLING, 'INVENTORY3-x 6.5 TO-9 x 14

TOP OR LUX ED* DEPENDENT BOTTOM EDGE
ON OR

1" FROM
IENTATI
TOP UNF,pRMATED MODE BOTTOM EDGE

IS 1/2" FROM, ALL OTHER .188" FROM TOP & BOTTOM, .275"
EDGES, FORMATED MeDE I$ FROM LEFT
1/8".

81 FORMATED, 80 UNFORMATED 80

.014"

16# TO 100#

TYPEWRITER, HIGH SPEED
PRINTER, HANDPRINTING

.010"

10
MODELS 1 & 2 20# TO 100#,

MODEL #3.- 20# ,to .125#

t

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS-..
READS MARK SENSE DOCUMENTS*

AND REVERSE IMAGES

UPDATING FILES,
SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADDRESSES

3-1/2 x 2-1/4 to 8-3/4 x -4-1/4
BOTTOM EDGE

.188" FROM TOP & BOTTOM,

.275" FROM LEFT

80

.010"

10
MODELS 1 & 2 -20# to 100#,e-

Model 3 20#-to 1254

HIGH SPEED =INTER, PENCIL HIGH SPEED

READ)

PRINTER,(MARK READ): TYPEWRITER PENCIL (MARK
is 1

0



Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)

O.
'-READS CHARACTERS

READS MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD
RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ

HONEYWELL
ORTHOSCANNER 289-8
NO
YES (BAR CODE)

PHOTOCELL

BAR "CODE

.1

CHAtACTER SETS , H 1800 HEXADECIMAL CODE
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

(Characters per secdnd)
MAXI M DOCUMENTS 200 TO 600 .

(fier Mite)
NISM . FRICTION & VACUUM

PAP TRA SPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA PUNCHED CARDS, PUNCHED

PAPER TAPE

OPERAIfING CONTROLS
C'
cn

ERROR CORRECTION
ROUTINES

MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES'
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE

GUIDE EDGES,
MARGINS
MAXIMUM CHARACTERS*

PER LINE
TOtERANCE -BETWEEN

CHARACTERS
: MAXIMUM LINES (inch)

VAPER WEIGHT (ranges)

GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.)
IMPRINT METHOD

OFF LINE

READS SELECTIVE FIELD

DATA .TRANSMISSION
UTILITY BILLING, INSURANCE,

PAYMENT COUPONS

5 x 3-1/2 to 8 x 3-1/2

20#, 24* or 100*

HIGH SPEED ZNTER,PENCIL
(MARK READ)

;

MOTOROLA MDR-1000
DOCUMENT READER
NO .

YES

PHOTOCELL.

MARK READING AND HOLLERITH
PUNCHING

$

NCR .420=2 TAPE READER

YES
NO

PHOTOCELL, MECHANICAL DISC
MATRIX 'MATCHING
NCR-NOF D

NUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS
1664

3120 LINES

ROLLERS
JOURNAL SPOOLS-

PUNCHED PAPER *TAPE, DATA DATA TO.C,OMPUTER TAB CARDS,
TRANSMISSION .PUNCHED TAPER TAPE,

MAGNETIC TAPE
. ON OR OFF LINE WITH NCR, IBM

14.00 SERIES AND UNIVAC 9000
RIES *-

RESCANS, MARKS DOCUMENiS,
CHARACTER DISPLAY,
KEYBOARD, ENTRY

FORMAT CONTROL, EDITING AND
FIELD SELECTION BY
PLUGBORD

HEADER LINE ENTR,Y
REGISTER SALES ' I
INVENTORY .

OFF r.A;tp

V

RIIVADS SELECTIVE' FIELDS

READ PUNCHED HOLLERITH CODE
INSURANCE; CLAIMS, ORDER

ENTRY, BILLING, METER
READING '

STANDARD 51 OR 80 TAB CARDS,
3% to 8% UPWARD

STANDARD JOURNAL- TAPE
1.31 x 3-1/4

80 - 32-
4 )0

20 TO 125#
4
NCR RECOMMENDS THEIR 2AM3

PAPER ROLLS

of
TYPEWRITER (MARK READ ONLY), CASH REGISTER, ADDING

HIGH SPEED PRINTER, PENCIL BLACHINE, ETC.
fz,



Characteristics Type of Reader
(Page, Document etc.)

READS CHARACTERS
READS,MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR tOptically)
SCAN METHOD
RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ

CHARACTER SETS,

'MAXIMUM READING SPEED
(Characters. per second)

MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS
(per minute)

FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA

OPERATING CONTROLS
cri ERROR CORRECTION

ROUTINES
MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE

OPSCAN 100 & 70
PAGE READER
NO
YES.

PHOTOCELL

MARK READING ONLY

O".

PUNCHED CARDS OR TAPE,
MAGNETIC TAPE

OFF LINK

READS SELECTIVE FIELD

°PSC; 'N 286 DOCUMENT READER PHILCO 6000 PAGE READER

'YES
NO

PHOTOCELL,
MATRIX MATCHING
USASCSOCR, E-13B, IBM 1428, 407E

HAND PRINTING (CHOICE OF
I ONE)

p NUMERIC PLUS C, N, S, T, Z, +, ALPHANUMERIC' PLUS SYMEOLS
A HYPHEN

YES
YES

FLYING SPOT

MULTIFONT

800
) ""j

DRIVE BELT
DUAL STACKERS
MAGNETIC TAPE, 7 OR 9 TRACK,

550/800 BPI

OFF LINE
ERROR CHARACTER SUBSTITUTED

FOR UNREADABLE CHARACTERS
READS INTERMIXED OR .

SELECTIVE FIELDS
PROGRAMMED BY PLUGBOARD

MAGNETIC TAPE, PUNCHED
CARDS -OR PAPER TAPE, OR
DATA TO COMPUTER

OFF LINE

SELECTIVE FIELDS; EXTENS
IT

IVE
FORMA.TING AND EDING
FEATURES

MARK'READING, HEADER
DOCUMENTS CAN BE USED FOR
FORMAT, SPECIFICATIONS TO
PROORAM

SCHOOL GRADING, INVENTORY, SALES RECEIPTS, TURN AROUND UPDATING FILES INVOICING,SALES & STATUS REPORTING DOCUMENTS, INVENTORY, SHIPPING
BILLING 48-1/2 x 11 . 2-1/2 x 2-1/2, TO 8-1/2 x 4-1/2

GUIDE EDGES
MARGINS
MAXIMUM CHARACTERS 2840 RESPONSE POSITIONSPER LINE - AVAILABLE
TOLERANCE BETWEEN

CHARACTERS
MAXIMUM LINES (inch)
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges)
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM ( isua1, -

Ultraviolet, etc.)
MET/IOD PENCIL MARK READ ONLY),

''t' HIGH SPEED PRINTER

80 (MACH.) 25 (HAND)

3 (MACH.) - 2 (HAND)
20# TO 125#

. HIGH SPED PRINTER,
THANDPRINTINGYPEWRITER, IMPRINTER,

1-

OPTIONAL SIZE
AVAILABLE (D
MODEL)

75

20# to 125#

AN ,
END ON

TYPWRITER, PENCIL (MARK READ)

elf =- e6$
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Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD

RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ
CHARACTER SETS
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

( Characters per. second)
MAXIMTIM DOCUMENTS

(per minute)
REED MECHANISM /
PAPER TRANSPORT (tyke),
SORTING MECHANISM
OUTPUT MEDIA

OPERATING CONTROLS
ERROR CORRECTION

ROUTINES
MACHINE FLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES .

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE
. GUIDE EDGES

- MARGINS

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS
PER LINE

TOLERANCE BETWEEN
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inch)
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges)
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.).
IMPRINT METHOD

RCA VIDEOSCAN
DOCUMENT READER
YES
YES

VIDICON RECOGNITION

STROKE ANALYSIS
RCA N-2
NUMF.RIC PLUS SYMBOLS
1500

1800 ,

VACUUM
BELT - DRUM
DUAL STACKERS
DATA TO COMPUTER""~"--

ON LINE WITH RCA SPECTRA 70.
ERROR CHARACTER SUBSTITUTED
FOR UNREADABLE CHARACTER

LIMITED FIELD 'SELECTIVITY BY
EXTERNAL COMPUTER

READS MARK SENSE & PUNCHED
HOLES

TURN AROUND DOCUMENTS,
BILLING, INVENTORY

214 x 4 TO 214 x 8%

80

0

6
12# to 125#

REI EL
DOCUMENT READER

YES
YES

PARALLEL PHOTOCELLS,"
PHOTOCELL RETINA

MATRIX MATCHING
MULTIFONT, HANDPRINTING
ALPHANUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS
2400

RONIC RETINA - REI ELECTRONIC RETINA PAGE
READER

YES
YES

PARALLEL PHOTOCELLS,-,
PHOTOCELL RETINA

MATRIX MATCHING
MULTIFONT
ALPHANUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS
2400

1200 24'

`VACUUM
BELT
MULTI-STACKERS
PRINTER, PUNCHED CARDB81OR

TAPE, MAGNETIC TAPE
OFF LINE
VARIES BY PROGRAMS,

RESCANS-SORTS OUT ERRORS
FORMATTING AND EDITING ItY.

COMPUTER, READS INTERMIXED
FONTS & SELECTIVE FIELDS

READS MARK SENSE & BAR CODE,
ACCUMULATES TOTALS

TURN AROUND DOCUMENTS, -
AIRLINE TICKETS, PETROLEUM
CHARGES a,

314 x 314 TO 8,Clir
, RIGHT AND BOTTOM' EDGE,

.200" FROM TOP AND BOTTOM,
.375" FROM LEFT AND RIGHT

90 ,

VACUUM ,
DRUM
MULTI - STACKERS
PRINTER, PUNCHED CARDS OR

TAPE, MAGNETIC TAPE
OFF LINE
VARIES BY PROGRAM,

RESCANS-SORTS OUT ERRORS
FORMATTING AND EDITING BY

COMPUTER, READS INTERMIXED
FONTS AND SELECTIVE FIELDS

MARK READING AND BAR CODES,
ACCUMULATES TOTALS

:UPDATING FILES,
SUBSCRIPTIONS, STATUS
CHANGES, AIRLINE

314 X 3% to 14 x 14
RIGHT EDdE

.250" FROM TOP, BOTTOM &
LEFT EDGE, s500" FROM RIGHT
EDGE

150

. CHARACTERS MUST NOT OVERLAP CHARACTERS MUST NOT

8
16# to '32#

PARALLEL TO FEED

OVERLAP

°

HIGH SPEED PRINTER, PENCIL . IMPRINTER, TYPEWRITER, HIGH TYPEWRITER, HIGH SPEED
(MARK READ) SPEED PRINTER, HANDPRINTAVG PRINTER, PENCIL (MARK READ).

71
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Characteristics
Type of Reader

(Page, Document, etc.)

READS CHARACTERS
READS MARKS'
READS BAR CODE
READS MICR (Optically)
SCAN METHOD
RECOGNITION METHOD
FONTS READ

'CHARACTER SETS
MAXIMUM READING SPEED

(Characters per second)
,MAXIMUM DOCUMENTS

(per minute)
FEED MECHANISM
PAPER TRANSPORT (type)
SORTING-MECHANISM `-
'OUTPUT MEDIA PUNCHED

OPERATING CONTROLS OFF LINE

REMINGTON-RAND CARD READER SCAN DATA SERIES 300 PAGE
PUNCH READER

NO YES 'tr
YES NO

PHOTOCE

MARKRE DING ONLY

ERROR CORRECTION.
ROUTINES

MACHINWFLEXIBILITY

SPECIAL FEATURES
;

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

DOCUMENT SIZE

GUIDE EDGES
MARGINS

MAXIMUM CHARACTERS
PER , LINE

TOLERANCE BETWEEN-
CHARACTERS

MAXIMUM LINES (inch)
PAPER WEIGHT (ranges)
GRAIN DIRECTION
RESPONSE SYSTEM (Visual,

Ultraviolet, etc.)
IMPRINT METHOD

CARDS

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS -
PROGRAMMED BY PLUpBOARD

SCHOOL GRADING,. INVENTORY,
STATUS & SALES REPORTING

SA.NDARD 80 COLUMN 'DAB
CARD

40

100# TAB CAE STOCK

PENCIL (MARK READ)

FLYING SPOT

MULTIFONT
HANDPRINTING
ALPHANUMERIC PLUS SYMBOLS

DATA TO TAPE IN GENERAL
PURPOSE COMPUTER .`

ON LINE TO SMALL GENERAL
PURPOSE-COMPUTER I

READS SELECTIVE FIELDS
FORMATTING & EDITING BY
COMPUTER

READS JOURNAL TAPE AS.
OPTIONAL FEATURE, t

-HANDPRINT-10 NUMERIC &
10. SYMBOLS

INSURANCE CLAIMS, ORDERING,
INVENTORY, UPDATING FILES

61/2 x8 TO 11 x 14

96
$

15# TO 32# '

TYPEWRITER, HIGH SPEED
PRINTER, HANDPRINTING

troa

0)11

to
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